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In this thesis, a technique has been developed to 
determine the natural frequencies of plane rigid frames 
with the consideration of bending, shear deformation, 
rotatory inertia, and internal axial forces. The internal 
forces are functions of the instability load of the 
vibrating system for which the effects of bending and 
shear deformation on the stability of this structure are 
considered. 
For the sake of completeness, the matrix formulations 
for the dynamic or stability analysis of a rigid frame 
are given. The stiffness matrices of these formulations 
are then derived. The influence of shear deformation, 
rotatory inertia, and internal axial force is considered 
in the derivation of the differential equations and the 
dynamic stiffness coefficients. Likewise, the influence 
of shear deformation is included in deriving the stability 
stiffness coefficients. 
The numerical methods developed are used for a dynamic 
and stability analysis of a two story rigid frame with 
Timoshenko members. 
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AGi'AGj = matrix notation for internal deformations 
at the illi and jlli end of a member, respectively; 
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= diac;onal inertia mass matrix; 
= matrix relating external and internal 
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moments at joints of frame; 
matrix relating external and internal 
linear forces at joints of frame; 





matrix relating internal and external 
linear displacements of joints; 






















matrix relating internal forces and 
deformations to constants of integration; 
I = moment of inertia; 
j = imaginary unit; 
K = matrix relating external forces and 
deformations; 
k = flexural rigidity divided by length of 
member; 
K' = shear coefficient; 
K'AG = shear stiffness; 
L = length of member; 
M = bending moment; 
m = mass per unit lenGth of member; 
viii 
P,Ps = external moments and linear forces on joint, respectively; 
p = anc;ular l'T'Cquency; 
S = dynamic stiffness matrix; 
s .. ,s .. 
1.1. l.J 
St·IY 
= stiffness elements relating internal 
moments and bending rotations; 
= stiffness coefficient rclatin~ internal 
moment to bonding rotation; 
= stiffness coefficient relating internal 
moment to beam deflection; 
sv~ = stiffness coefficient relatin~ internal 
shear to bending rotation; 
SRV = stiffness coefficient relating internal 
shear to beam deflection; 
V = shear force; 
X,X8 = external rotation and translation of joint, respectively; 
x = distance along member; 
y,Y = total displacement of beam axis; 
yb,Yb = displacement due to bending; 






~ k ' '\: ',k ' 1k = 
[] = 
fJ = 
second derivative of total displacement 
of beam axis with respect to time; 
slope of beam axis due to bending; 
slope of beam axis due to shearing; 
ratio of distance along beam to the total 
length of beam; 
normalizing factors; 
brackets indicate matrix quantities; 
notation used to indicate column matrix; and 
I I = notation used to denote a matrix determinant. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1,_,/i th the availability of computers becorninc more 
widespread, exact numerical solutions for the stability 
and dynamic analysis of rigid frames can be obtained. 
An accurate dynamic analysis of rigid frames is of extreme 
importance to the structural engineer, since dynamic solu-
tions are required for many structures. Since the deter-
mination of the fundamental and higher natural frequencies 
is an important aspect of any dynamic analysis, the possible 
effects of shear deformation, rotatory inertia, and internal 
axial forces on these frequencies should be studied. 
Similarly, it is important to know the possible effects 
of shear deformation on the stability of a structure. 
The author knows of no investigations concerning the effect 
which axial loading has on the natural frequencies of rigid 
frames composed of Timoshenko beams. In the same respect, 
shear deformation has not been included in the stability 
analysis of ric;id frames. Therefore, the dynamic and 
stability stiffness coefficients derived in this thesis 
include these effects. The natural frequencies and buck-
ling loads of rigid frames can be obtained using the com-
puter programs of Appendix c. 
The author would like to express his gratitude for 
the guidance of Dr. Franklin Y. Cheng, Assistant Professor 
of Civil Engineering, who served as his advisor throughout 
the development of this study. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Rayleigh(l)* introduced the effect of rotatory inertia 
and Timoshenko(2) combined this with shear deformation in 
studying the transverse vibrations of prismatic bars. 
Articles by Anderson(3) and I-Iuang(4) study the effects of 
shear deformation and rotatory inertia on sin~le beams 
with various boundary conditions. Ebner and Billincton(5) 
developed a numerical intee;ration technique by which a 
damped Timoshenko beam Hith a variable cross section may 
be studied. 
The effects of shear deformation and rotatory inertia 
on the natural frequencies of beams, frames, and grid 
systems composed of prismatic or thin-walled open section 
members have been investigated by Cheng(6,7). 
In an article by Z\veig and Kahn(8), a buckling analysis 
of a single story frame was introduced. The method of 
slope deflection \vas used to analyze rigid frames with 
columns having different properties and loading conditions. 
Halldorsson and Hang(9) have developed a method of analy-
zing the stability of rigid frames using computer techniques. 
An excellent discussion of the displacement method 
of rigid frame analysis as used in this study is c;iven by 
~Jang(lO) 
*Numerals in parentheses refer to corresponding articles 
in bibliography 
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III. MATiilll"'ATICAL FORT'IULATION 
The matrix formulations used to determine the natural 
frequencies and buckling loads of rigid frames is presented 
in this section. Also included is the derivation of the 
dynamic stiffness coefficients which relate internal forces 
to internal deformations. The effects of bending, shear 
deformation, rotatory inertia, and internal axial forces 
are included in these coefficients. Another set of coef-
ficients which is used to determine the static buckling 
loads of rigid frames with the consideration of shear 
deformation is also derived. 
Only initially straight prismatic members are con-
sidered in this study. The effect of torsion is eliminated 
by assuming each member to be doubly symmetric vli th its 
shear center and mass center coinciding. The axial forces 
are assumed to pass through the mass center of the members. 
The deflection of the members is assumed to be small, 
and axial deformations are neglected. 
4 
A. Dynamic Analysis of Ri~id Frames 
When a dynamic load, a load whose intensity varies 
with time, is applied to a structure, the shear forces, 
bending moments, and dcfor~ations created by this load 
are also time dependent. Thus, the values of the internal 
moments and shears are both time and position dependent. 
Similarly, the internal deflections and rotations of a 
member can be expressed as 
y = y ejpt ( la) 
and 
l.jJ = ;I; 
ejpt (lb) 
where Y and ~, total deflection and bending slope, are 
functions of position only and shall be referred to as 
shape functions. 
. t 
The term eJP represents the time 
' ' 
function of the deformations. 
The matrix formulations assembled in this section 
are used to determine the natural frequencies of rigid 
frames. The rigid frames considered in this study can 
be classified into two general groups, rigid frames with 
and without sides\'lay. A rigid frame without sidesway has 
no joint translation. 
The theory and method of formulation discussed was 
presented to the author by Cheng(ll). 
1. Rigid Frames Hithout Sidesway 
The number of degrees of freedom of a rigid frame 
without sidesway is equal to the number of unknown joint 
5 
rotations when axial deformation is neglected(lO). For 
the structure consider0d, there are 3 decrees of freedom 
as shown in Fig. l(c). The external loads are represented 
. t . t 
as PeJP , while xeJP is the external rotation of a joint. 
The internal moments and bending slopes are shown in Fig. 
l(d). 
The force equilibrium conditions at the joints of 
the structure yields 
P ejpt 
1 = :M1 (2a) 
P ejpt 
2 = :M2 + M5 (2b) 
P ejpt 
3 = :M4 + M6 (2c) 
The external loads can be expressed in terms of the inter-
na1 moments by the matrix equation 
[Pejpt} 
= [A~ [M] ( 3) 
where the value of Am for the structure of Fig. 1 is 
~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 1. 
2 1. 1. 
3 1. 1. 
with the blaruc elements representing zero quantities. 
The compatibility conditions equate the external 
displacements of the joints to the internal deformations 
of the members. For the example considered 





(P -X )_e_j_p_t ____ <P_3_-~)ejpt 2~ ~t 
112-*2 
(P -X )ejpt 
1 1 (c) (d) 
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FIGUHE 1. DYNAI'IIC ANALY3IS O:B' HIGID FRAI'IE l,JITTIOUT SIDE-
s·wAY: (a) HIGID FRA!'lE; (b) POSITIVE SENSE OF INTERNAL 
t-lONENTS AND BENDING SLOPE OF :r-"1E~1BER; (c) EXTERNAL FOHCES 





*2 = X ejpt 2 (4b) 




*6 = X ejpt 3 (4e) 
Eqs. (4a-4e) can be represented in matrix notation as 
[±) = [B~ [xejpt) (5) 
where B± is the deformation matrix and has the value in 
the present case of 







Upon comparison it is noted that 
(6) 
This relationship can be proved in general by the method 
of virtual work. 
For the single element of Fig. l(b), the internal 
moments can be expressed in terms of the bending rotations 
as 
Mi = 8ii ~i + 8ij •j 




where the stiffness element, S. . is the bending moment l.J 
at i due to a unit bending rotation at j. Upon deriving 
the stiffness coefficients of Section B it is found that 
Sij = Sji and naturally Sii = Sjj• In this instance Max-
well's theorem of reciprocal deflections is valid. 
For a structure with k members, Eqs. (7a) and (7b) 












































The dynamic stiffness coefficients, SN*l and Sr-1*2, as de-
rived in Section B include the effects of shear deformation, 
rotatory inertia, and internal axial forces. 
Eq. (6) can be expressed in matrix notation as 
(9) 
Substituting Eqs. (3), (5), and (6) into Eq. (9) yields 
9 
(10) 
This equation expresses the extcr.~1al forces in terms of 
the external deformations. 
The natural frequency of a structure is a frequency 
at which the structure will vibrate without the application 
of a dynamic load. Therefore, the external loads of Eq. (10) 
have no significance at a natural frequency of a structure, 
and may be treated as non-existent at this frequency. 
In this case, Eq. (10) becomes 
(11) 
The external deformations are not zero at this frequency, 
therefore, the natural frequencies of a rigid frame without 
sidesway can be determined by evaluating the frequencies 
at which the determinant, I [!.J[ s][AJ Tl , is zero. 
2. Rigid Frames With Sidesway 
A structure has additional degrees of freedom when 
its joints are free to translate. The number of degrees 
of freedom of a rigid frame with sidesway, neglecting 
axial deformations, are equal to the number of unknown 
joint rotations plus the number of unknown linear displace-
ments. with joint translation, the total de~rees of freedom 
for the structure shown in Fig. l(a) increases to 4. These 
are shown in Fig. 2(a) as 3 degrees of freedom in rotation 
and 1 in translation, v1here the subscript "s" is used to 







FIGURE 2. RIGID FRAf'JE \.JITH SIDES'vJAY: (a) EXTEHNAL LOADS 
AND DEFORr·1ATIONS; (b) FOSITIVE SENSE OF INTERNAL FORCES 
ON M.Ef'1BER; (c) POSITIVE SENSE OF INTERNAL DEFOlfr1ATIONS 
OF .MEf'lBEH; (d) INTERNAL I·JOMENTS AND BENDING ROTATIONS; 
(e) INTERNAL SHEARS AND DISPLACEr.!ENTS 
11 
sense of internal forces and deformations is shown in 
Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), respectively, where Y indicates the 
total deflection of a member. 
The external and internal moDents of Fig. 2 are re-
lated by Eq. (3), as was the non-sway case. However, in 
the sidest'lay case the equilibrium conditions of linear 
forces must be satisfied. Applying this to the present 
example yields 
(12) 
Eq. (12) can be illustrated in matrix notation as 
(13) 
where the value of A for the structure of Fig. 2 is 
r 
~1 1 I :.1 3 I :. I 5 16 I 
Similarly, the compatibility equation, Eq. (4), which 
relates internal and external rotations is the same here 
as it was for the non-sway case. The compatibility con-
dition of the external and internal displacement~ must 
also be satisfied for the sidesway case. For the struc-
ture considered, this becomes 
and 
Y2 X ejpt 
= sl 





Expressing Eqs. (14a) and (14b) in matrix form yields 
(15) 








The By matrix is the transpose of the Ar matrix, as shown 
in this example. 
For the single member shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), 
the internal forces can be expressed in terms of the 
internal deformations as 
SI1~1 SM~2 SI1Yl SI1Y2 ~i 
SM±2 SM±l Sf1Y2 SJ:TYl ~. 
= J (16) 
SV~l SV±2 SRVl SRV2 
SV~2 SV±l . SRV2 SRVl 
The dynamic stiffness coefficients shown are derived in 
Section B. 
Eq. (16) can be represented by the matrix notation 
{M1 = fSM~ 
v} l§v~ sr1Y1 {±J SHy_j Y (17) 
Substituting Eqs. (3),(5),(6),(13),(15) and the relation 
13 







\-/hen the horizontal member of Fig. 2(a) is subjected 
to a linear translation created by the vibration of the 
structure, an inertia force is created due to the mass 
and acceleration of the member. In this case, the magnitude 
of the inertia force is -m3L p2X ejpt where the negative 3 sl ' 
sign indicates that this force opposes the translation. 
The symbols m3 and L3 represent the mass per unit length 
and the length of member 3, respectively. The angular 
frequency of vibration is denoted as p. 
Applying Newton's second law, ~ F = Ma, to member 3 
yields 
(20) 
where AIM is a diagonal matrix referred to as the dynamic 
inertia mass matrix. Its value in this instance is 
0 0 0 
GI~ = 0 0 0 (21) 
0 2 0 
-m3L3p 
14 
For a structure vibratin~ at its natural frequency, 
Eq. (20) boco~cs 
( 22) 
The natural frequencies of a frame with sidesway are the 
frequencies at Hhich the determinant, 1 [K] + 
becomes a zero quantity. 
' 
The nuillerical procedure used to determine the natural 
frequencies of rigid frames, both with and without side-
sway, consists of increasing the frequency of vibration 
by a given increment and evaluating the determinant con-
sidered. A convenient method of doing this makes use of 
the dimensionless parameter, b, as defined by the equation 
where Elk is the flexural rigidity of member k. The value 
of b for the reference member of the structure is 
Introducing the normalizinG factors: lk = mk/mr; 





The b values of all the members in the structure can be 
related to br' since Jk can be determined from the mass, 
moment of inertia(I), and length of these members. 
15 
The determinnnt is evaluated for br values selected 
in the range where the first natural frequency of the 
structure should occur. By increasing b in small incre-
r 
ments, the values \vhich cause the determinant to vanish 
can be approximated. The natural frequencies of the struc-
ture can be determined from these br values. The numeri-
cal solution of the fundamental, second, and third natural 
frequencies of a two story rigid frame with sidesway is 
given in Appendix C. The effects which bending, shear 
deformation, rotatory inertia, and internal axial forces 
have on these frequencies are included in the analysis. 
16 
B. Derivation of Dynamic Stiffness Coefficients 
Bendin~, shear deformation, rotatory inertia, and 
internal axial forces are considered in deriving the dynamic 
stiffness coefficients. Therefore, this introduces their 
effect on the free vibrations of rigid frames as discussed 
in Section A. 
The material of this section is divided into three 
parts. In the first, two fourth order differential equa-
tions in total deflection and bendin~ slope, respectively, 
are derived. The solutions of these equations as ~iven 
in Part 2 are developed into dynamic stiffness coefficients 
in Part 3. 
1. Derivation of Differential Equations 
The total deflection or rotation of a differential 
element is composed of be,nding and shear deformations. 
The deflection due to bending is yb and bending slope is 
represented as~. The shear deflection is ys' while shear 
slope is denoted as y. The total deflection and rotation 




The term ~~ signifies the first partial derivative of y, 
a function of both position and time, with respect to x. 
The sign convention for forces and displacements 
used in deriving the dynamic stiffness coefficients is 
17 
shown in Fig. 3. 
~------------------------------------------~X 
y 
FIGURE 3. INTETtNAL FORCES AND D:SFORriATIONS OF A DIFFERENTIAL 
ELENENT SHOWN IN POSITIVE SENSE 
The following two equations relating bending moment 
and shear force to internal deformations are valid, pro-
vided that the member's material obeys a linear stress 
strain law. The Bernoul~i-Euler curvature formula takes 
the form 
M = -EI~~ 
Shear can be expressed as a function of shear slope 
by the equation 
V = K' AG )" 
(28) 
(29) 
where the notation K'AG represents the followinG properties: 
K', shear shape factor; A, cross sectional area; and G, 
shear modulus. 
Substituting Eqs. (26-29) into the summation of mo-
ments about the ri~ht face of the differential element 
18 
in Fig. 3 yields 
2 2 
EIJ ~ + K'AG(~ - ~) + Fll - ~ ~ = 0 (30) Jx2 dX ~X it Jt2 
where F is the compressive internal axial force. The 
last term of Eq. (30) is due to the angular acceleration 
of the beam section. The expression "rotatory inertia" 
is used to describe this effect which is most significant 
for members with large radius of gyrations. This effect 
of rotatory inertia is described by Rayleigh(l). 
Summation of forces in the direction of the y-axis 
yields the expression 
2 2 mS - K'AG(£::i.. - ~) = 0 
dt c}x2 ax ( 31) 
The last term of Eq. (31) is the first partial derivative 
of shear with respect to x, where shear is expressed in 
terms of shear slope. 
Eqs. (30) and (31) are coupled in the respect that 
they are in terms of y and~. By eliminating either y 
or ~from these equations, the following two complete 
differential equations in total deflection and bending 
slope, respectively, are obtained. 
4 mh 2 -cmr Eim c) 4y mi 4 EI-:4 F..LJ: m .Lz + + +K 1 AG) 2 2 +r K1AG = 
dX c)t2 c)x2 A clx at at4 
and 




Substituting Eq. (la), Eq. (lb), o.nd ~=x/L into Eqs. (30-33) 
yields 
2 I I 
s ± 
ylv + (b2r2+b2s2+C2)y'' + b2(b2r2s2-l)Y = 0 
;r;lv + (b2r2+b2s2+c2);r;'' + b2(b2r2s2-l)± = 0 
where 
b2 















The primes in the above equations signify differentiation 
with respect to i· The four dimensionless parameters; 
b, r,s, and c represent the presence of bending, rotatory 
inertia, shear deformation, and internal o.xial force, 
respectively. When the effect of shear deformation, 
rotatory inertia, or internal axial force is neglected, 
Eqs. (34a-34d) reduce to the following forms: 
(a) Bending, rotatory inertia, and internal axial 
force(no shear deformation); The coupled equations, Eqs. 
(34a) and (34b), have no significance since the bending 




(b) Bendinc, shear deformation, and internal axial 
force(no rotatory inertia); 
s 2±'' + (l+s2c2)Y 1 /L- ± = 0 
Y11 + b 2s 2Y- L± = 0 
ylV + (b2S2+C2)y'' - b2Y = 0 





(c) Bending, shear deformation, and rotatory inertia 
(no internal axial force); 
ylv + (b2r2+b2s2)y'' + b2(b2r2s2-l)Y = 0 
±lv + (b2r2+b2s2)±'' + b2(b2r2s2-l)± = 0 





Eqs. (34c) and (34d) are homogeneous differential 
equations with a general solution in the form 
and 
Y = A1eaf 
bi 
± = B1 e 1 
(36a) 
(36b) 
Using trigonometric substitutions and combining arbitrary 
constants, Eqs. (36a) and (36b) become 
Y = c1COSH(~~) + c2SINH(~~) + c3coS(8i) + c4SIN(!.1~) (37a) 
and 
' ' ' ' ;b = c 1SINH(c>\i) + c 2COf:HI(o(J.) + c 3SIN(!.3s) + c 4COS(8'S) (3'7b) 
with 
21 
2 2 2 2 4 
J b ( ( 2 s2 c ) (( 2 s2)2 2c (r +S )+4 + ;_)}~)~ 
"'= ~ - r + +:;--2 + r - + 2 . '+ (2) b b b 
(38a) 
and 
/] - b (r2 s2 c 2 (( 2 s2)2 2c 2(r2+s 2 )+4 
- ~ + + 2+ r - + 2 (2) b b 
(38b) 
The value of ~ becomes imaginary at hich frequencies where 
r2 + 8 2 c 2 > (( 2 s2)2 2c 2 (r2 +s 2 )+4 c4)~ + 2 r - + 2 + 4 
b b b 
(39) 
1' 1h th. . 1 d b I . • ( 1) ~ d E w en l.S occurs D( 1.s rep ace y ~ J, J= - , an •qs. 
(37a) and (37b) become 




Since Eqs. (34a) and (34b) are the basic coupled 
equations, they can be used to relate the constants of 
Eqs. (37a) and (37b) or Eqs. (40a) and (40b). Therefore, 
only half of these coefficients are independent. By 
substituting the values of Y, ~, and their first two 
derivatives into Eqs. (34a) and (34b), the following 
relationships between the constants of Eqs. (37a) and 
(37b) are developed. 
(42a) 
22 
= I,(l-s2(~ 2+b2r2 )) ' 
c2 ~(l+s2c2) c2 (42b) 
= _ L(l+s2(4 2-b2r 2)) ' 
c3 ;:1(l+s2c2) c3 (42c) 
= L(l+s2(~2-b2r2)) 1 
c4 ~(l+s2c2) c4 (42d) 
and 
1 (,~,2+b2s2) 
cl = - t"' - 0 1 (42e) 
, = (CI(2+b2s2) 
c2 L o~. 0 2 (42f) 
, __ (t12-b2s2) 
0 3 - LIJ 0 3 (42g) 
, (t12-b2s2) 
c4 = - t IJ - 04 (42h) 
When Eq. (39) applies, the value of~ becomes imaginary 
and Eqs. (40a) and (40b) ~e substituted into Eqs. (34a) 
I 
and ( 34-b). The relations bet1-'reen C and C for this 
case are 
jL(l+S2(~'2-r2b2) ' ~'(l+s2c2) cl (43a) 
jL(l+s2c~~2-r2b2) ' ~'(l+s2c2) c2 (43b) 
_ L(l+s 2(82-b2r 2)) ' 





cl = L .,(I cl (43e) 
' 
j~c~.' 2_b2s22 
c2 = t~· c2 (43f) 
' ~1.12 -b282~ 
c3 = L/.1 c3 (43g) 
' ~~2-b282~ c4 = - LJ7 c4 (43h) 
Therefore, two solutions to the differential equations 
exist. Slender members and low frequencies lead to the 
first solution, while high frequencies and members with 
large radius of gyrations, pertain to the second. 
3. Development of Dynamic Stiffness Coefficients 
As indicated previously, bending moment and shear 
force can be expressed in terms of bending slope and total 
deflection. The expression for moment is M = -EI~, while ~X 
that for shear is V = KAG(~-~). With these relationships 
I 
and those relating C and C , the following matrix equation 






The H matrix is a 4X4 square matrix whose value depends 
upon which set of solutions of tne differential equations 
in Part 2 are considered. Considering the first solutions, 
Eqs. (37a) and (37b), the value of the H matrix is 
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~LCOSH(o( l) TLSINII(~ ~) 
.,.. - ~COS(4s) UI1S IN (/3 ~) 13 
SINH(~ 'g) COSH(a. ~) ~3IN(.Bi) COS(.~!;) 
-ct.£IcOSH(C1< i) -o~.£IsiNH(~l) -/JEicos (/J 5) L /1iisiN(8~) 
(T-l)EISINH(o( !,) (T-l)EICOSH(~ ~) (U-l)EISIN(,-1~) (U-~)~ICOS(/.1 ~) 





When the value of the shape functions, Y and~, described 












Representing the ends of a member as i and j as shown 







Hith this notation, Eq. (44) can be represented for the 
.th d ~-en of the member as 
~~ = ~~-J [c] (46a) 
where the H matrix is evaluated for3=0. The value of the 
C matrix, as obtained from Eq. (46a) is 
(46b) 
An expression similar to Eq. ( 46a) can be 1·rri tten for the 
j~ end of the member as 
where the H matrix is evaluated for -s=l. Substituting 




Usin~ the principle of partitioning of matrices, Eq. (48a) 
can be expressed as 
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~G~ = ~1 Al~ ~G~ AFj 21 A22 AFi (49) 
The expansion of Eq. (49) yields 
AGi = AllAGi + Al2AFi (50a) 
and 
~j = A21AGi + A22~i (50b) 
Eqs. (50a) and (50b) can be converted into expressions 
relating internal forces to internal deformations. These 
expressions are 
AFi = Al~(AGj-AllAGi) (5la) 
and 
+ A22(Al~(AGj-AllAGi)) AFj = A21AGi (5lb) 
The dynamic stiffness coefficients are obtained upon per-
forming the matrix manipulations indicated in Eqs. (5la) 
and (51 b). 
The sign convention used in deriving these coefficients 
is indicated in Fig. 3. In order to convert this sign 
convention to that used in the matrix formulations of Sec-
tion A, the sign of the followin~ elements must be changed: 
sl3' s21' 822' s24' s33' and s43; where the subscripts 
refer to the row and column of the dynamic stiffness matrix. 
These dynamic stiffness coefficients as used in Section 
A of this formulation are contained in Appendix A. There 
are two representations of these coefficients in accordance 
with the criterion of Eq. (39). 
The dynamic stiffness coefficients derived here can 
be used to study the effects of shear deformation, rotatory 
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inertia, and internal axial force on the natural frequencies 
of a single member fixed at both ends. Cheng(ll) has 
indicated that the natural frequencies of this particular 
member occur at the infinity point of the dynamic stiff-
ness coefficients. From Appendix B, Table lB, it can 
be seen that the infinity point of these coefficients 
occurs for a b value between 22.0 and 22.5, when r,s, 
• and c are civen zero values. The definition of b,r,s, 
and care given in Eqs. (35a-35d), from which the angular 
frequency of a member can be represented as 
(52) 
The values of b given above can be compared with that 
of Rogers(l2), which is 22.4 when his constant is converted 
from cycles per second to radians per second. 
The effects of shear deformation, rotatory inertia, 
and internal axial force on the natural frequencies of 
a member, as described above, can be studied by giving 
various numerical values to r,s, and c and then observing 
the chance in the infinity point of the dynamic stiffness 
coefficients. The member considered has a rectangular 
cross section for which the values of K' and E/G are 
assumed to be 2/3 and 8/3, respectively. The r value 
*The numerical values given in the tables of Appendix B 
must be modified by the factor; EI/L, EI/L2 , or EI/L3, 
these terms have been set equal to unity in compiling these 
coefficients. 
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considered in this example, .06, corresponds to a member 
with a ratio of lencth to radius of gyration, L/R, of 
16.667. 
1
.1hen the axial force on the member is 60% of the load 
required to cause elastic buckling, the infinity point 
of the coefficients in Table 2B occurs at a b value near 
18.0. Comparing this with the first b value obtained in-
dicates that the frequency of the member is reduced to 
80.4% of its initial value, when loaded \·lith this axial 
force. Now by eliminating the axial force and considering 
the effects of shear deformation and rotatory inertia, 
the b value becomes 16.5. Therefore, shear deformation 
and rotatory inertia cause a 73.6% reduction of the classical 
solution based on the Bernoulli-Euler theory of flexural 
motions. \-/hen the effects vlhich all three of these conditions 
have on the fundamental frequency of the member are con-
sidered, the ratio of the reduced frequency to the Bernoulli-
Euler theory frequency, hereafter indicated as pBE' becomes 
.604. The last two cases considered are illustrated in 
Tables 3B and 4B, respectively, of Appendix B. 
From this example it has been shown that shear deforoa-
tion, rotatory inertia, and axial load have a significant 
effect on the fundanental frequency of a single member. 
In order to study the effects of axial forces on rif,id 
frames i·li th Timoshenko members, the stiffness coefficients 
derived in this section are used in the formulation of 
Section A. 
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C. Stability Analysis of Rigid Frames 
In recent literature(8,9), exact methods of analyzing 
the over-all stability of rigid frames hnve been developed. 
In order to include the effect of shear deformation on the 
stability of rigid frames, a method similar to that of 
Halldorsson and l:/ang(9) is employed. 
The matrix formulations of this section are similar 
to those used in Section A. The displacement method of 
rigid frame analysis is used to relate external loads 
and deformations. For a rigid frame without sidesway, 
this is 
(PJ = [AJ [ s][AJ T (xJ (53) 
·~vhile for the sidesway case the expression becomes 
[:J= Amsr·1±A; T [:J AmS:r-TYAr (54-) ArSV±A! ArSRVA~ 
Although the formulation is similar, the meaning of Eqs. 
(53) and (54-) is somewhat different than that of Eqs. (10) 
and (20). Herein, the stiffness coefficients are as 
derived in Section D, stability coefficients which include 
the effect of shear deformation. In the same sense, the 
external loads and deformations are static in nature. 
In the buckled condition, the structure has no 
external forces acting on it and Eqs. (53) and (54) can 





A ,, >, y \. '1~ 
m'Jl.l ' r (55b) 
For a nontrivial solution the buckling load of a ri~id 
frame without sidesway causes a sinsularity condition as 
( 55a') 
For the sidesway case the zero determinant function becomes 
A SM±AT 
m m 




.• £:.\.. kJ.l."'\. 
r r 
The numerical technique used to determine the buckling 
load makes use of the equation 
(56) 
\·!here c relates the internal force to the flexural rigidity 
and length of member k. Another expression for Fk is 
Fk = lkFr (57) 
Here, )k is the ratio of the axial force in member k to 
that in the reference member, Fr. From Eqs. (56) and (57), 
the following equation can be developed. 
(58) 
vJhere 
~ dk = G{k(Ti(/Ok) ; 
~k = Lk/Lr; o.nd 
(jk = Ik/Ir 
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The dk of Eq. (58) is known for each member of a given 
structure, thus the single parameter cr can be the variable 
used to find the zero points of the determinants. 
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D. Derivation of Stability Stiffness Coefficients 
Stiffness coefficients are derived in this section 
which include the effects of internal axial forces and 
shear deformation on the stiffness of a member. In evalu-
ating the coefficients which express internal moments and 
shears in terms of bending slope, the single structural 
element of Fig. 4 is used. 
FIGURE 4. INTEHNAL FORCES l\ND BENDING SLO:PE RSPRESENTED 
IN POSI~IVE SENSE 
Substituting the :Sernoull·i-Euler curvature formula into 
a summation of moments about a point x units from the i~ 
end of this member yields 
= -M. - FY - V.x ~ ~ (59) 
The primes represent differentiation with respect to x. 
The total beam deflection, Y, is separated into two 
parts; bending deflection, Yb' and shear deflection, Y8 • 
This can be written in equation form as 
(60) 




v = - (I-1. +I'I. )/L; l J 
I y 
= V/K 1 AG; s 
s2 
= EI/K 1 i\GL2 ;and 
c2 
= FL2/EI 
(59) can be expressed as 
I I I 
EI Y b 
I '") 2 
+ FYb = ( l + s L c ) ( :M . + :M . ) /L 
l J (61) 
Eq. (61) is intc~rnted and its constant of integration 
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is solved by imposing the boundary condition that at x=O, 
y = yb + Ys = 0 
The resulting equation is 
F y M.+M.(l 2 2) :M. 
+ EI b = l J +S c X - l -
EIL E! 
(M. +M .) s2c2 l J 
EI 2 
(62) 
Eq. (62) is a nonhomogeneous linear differential equation 
with a solution in the form 
where k=¥ 
1Jith the subctitution of the boundary conditions; at X=O, 
I I 
Yb=~i and at x=L, Yb=O, the values of A and B are obtained. 
These are 
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A = *iL/c - (Mi+Mj)(l+s 2c2)L/(c3k) 
B = *i LCOT( c) /c + (I'1i +I-1 j) ( l+~_~c 2) ( 1-COS( c)) (.C}_~_Q.i£)..2. 
c3k 
Substituting the boundary conditions; 
I I 
at X=O, yb = - M./EI ~ 
and I I 
at X=L, yb = M./EI J 
into Eq. (63) yields 
M1/EI = *·cCOT(c)/L+(M.+M.)(l+s2c2)(1-COS(c))C3C(c) (64) ~ 1 J cEI 
and 
M./EI = -;l;icCSC(c)/L+(I1.+1"1j)(l+s 2c 2 )(1-COS(c))(CSC(c)) (65) 
J ~ cEI 
Eqs. (64) and (65) can be paired to obtain the relation-
ship 
(l+s2c 2)SIN(c)-cCOS(c2 M 
c-(l+s2c 2)SIN(c) j 
Using Eqs. (64-66) and t~e relationship that 
Vi= V. = -(M.+M.)/L; J ~ J 
the following stability coefficients are derived. 
(66) 
SM*l = c((l+s2c2)SIN(c)-cCOS(c)) ~ (67) 
2(l+s2c2)(1-COS(c))-cSIN(c) 
2 2 SM;1;2 = c(c-(l+s c ).§IN(c)) EI (68) 
2(l+s2c2)(1-COS(c))-cSIN(c) r-
(69) 
The member shown in Fig. 5 is subjected to a deflection 
at i, Y1 , while the jth end of the member is fixed with res-
pect to total deflection and bending slope. 
FIGURE 5. INTERNAL FORCES AND DEFLECTION REf'RESENTED 
IN POSITIVE SENSE 
The nonhomogenous linear differential equation 
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can be developed in a method similar to that used to derive 
Eq. (62). The solution of Eq. (70) has the form 
Y=ASIN(cx/L)+BCOS(cx/L)+(2M.+FY.)x/(c 2k)-(M.+FY.)L/(c 2k) (71) ~ 1 1 1 
where the values of the constants, A and B, are obtained 
from the boundary conditions; at x=L, Y=O and at x=L, 
' ' Y =Y =V./K'AG. Their values are 
s J 
A=-(2M./K'AG+FY./K'AG)COS(c)/c-M.SIN(c)L/(c2k) 
~ ~ 1 
-2L(2Mi+FYi)COS(c)/(c3k) (72) 
B=(2M./K'AG+FY./K'AG)SIN(c)/c-M.COS(c)L/(c2k) 
1 ~ 1 
+L(2Mi+FYi)SIN(c)/(c3k) (73) 
Since moments and shears are constant throughout the 
member, the stiffness coefficients shown below are obtained 
by substituting the following boundary condition into 
Eq. (71); at x=O, Y=-Yi. The values of these coefficients 
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are 
Sl'1Yl SMY2 ~l+s 2c 2 2c 2 ~COS~c2-12 EI = = 
2(l+s2c2)(1-COS(c))-cSIN(c) 2 (74) 
SRVl SRV2 c3SIN~c2 EI = = 
2(l+s2c 2)(l-COS(c))-cSIN(c) L3 (75) 
Thus, the stiffness coefficients in Eqs. (67-69), (74), 
and (75) represent the internal forces in a member in 
terms of internal deformations, when the effects of shear 
deformation and internal axial force are considered. 
The effect which shear deformation has on these coefficients 
is illustrated in Table I. 
TABLE I 
INFLUENCE OF SHEAR FLEXIBILITY ON STABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
s Sl'E,I;l SM±2 SMYl SV±l SRVl 
o.o 1.59104 2.81596 -4.40700 -4.40700 -5.39821 
.06 1.52327 2.74819 -4•49001 -4.27147 -5.39821 
.12 1.34287 2.56778 -4.71099 -3.91065 -4.79023 
.20 1.01668 2.24159 -5.11055 -3.25826 -3.99111 
The s values of this table correspond to the member 
studied in Section B, with L/R values of infinity(s=O), 
33.3(s=0.06), l6.667(s=0.12), and 10(s=0.2). The c value 
used here is based on 60% of the elastic buckling.load 
of this member. As was the case for the dynamic stiffness 
coefficients of Appendix B, the EI/L, EI/L2 , and EI/L3 
terms of these coefficients have been set equal to unity. 
As seen from the table, the effect of shear deformation 
significantly j.n.flw .. ~nces the stability coefficients when 
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the member has a low L/R ratio. 
The values in this table for s=.l2 check with those 
of Table 413 of Appendix B, when the frequency of the 
dynamic stiffness coefficients approaches zero. 
The stability stiffness coefficients derived in this 
section, are used in the formulation of Section C to analyze 
the stability of rigid frames \vi th Timoshenko members. 
IV. INVESTIGATIONS 
A. Stability Analysis of Rigid Frames With Timoshenko 
Members 
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The matrix formulations of Section C and the stability 
coefficients derived in Section D of the Mathematical 
Formulation are used to study the effect which shear deform-
ation has on the stability of the rigid frames shown in 
Fig. 6. Numerical values for the total buckling load of 
these structures are obtained using the computer programs 
of Appendix C. 
In this example, each of the structures' members have 
the same length and cross sectional properties. By vary-
ing the length of these members, the influence of shear 
deformation on the stability of the structure can be re-
lated to the L/R value of their members. In this manner 
the total buckling loads of these frames are computed 
and then compiled in Tables II and III. These tables 
give the buckling loads of the fundamental, 2nd, and 3rd 
modes with and without the consideration of shear deform-
ation. 
As expected, the effect of shear deformation is the 
greatest when the members have low L/R values. The rigid 
frame with sidesway is the most greatly affected, its 
fundamental, 2nd, and 3rd buckling loads are reduced to 
87.3, 91.7, and 98.3%, respectively, of the buckling loads 
when shear deformation is ne~lected. The above percentages 
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FIGURE 6. IJOADING CONDITIONS ON TvJO STORY RIGID FRAI'IES 
FOR STABILITY AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS: (a) RIGID FHA~IE 1 • .JITH-




TOTAL LOAD CAPACI'rY OF FRAf'1E IN FIGUilli 6(a) HITH AND HITH-
OUT CONSIDEIVl.'riON OF SHEAR DEFORt':ATION, EXPHEGSED IN KIPS 
Without Shear Deformation With Shear Deformation 
L/R 1 sti"lode 2n~ode 3rdrrode 1 stf'lode 2ndMode 3rdi1ode 
10 547560. 662622. 978344. 537390. 613710. 969330. 
20 136971. 165738. 244713. 136287. 162345. 244128. 
30 60864. 73651. 108749. 60726. 72966. 108630. 
40 34233. 41426. 61164. 34188. 41208. 61128. 
TABLE III 
TOTAL LOAD CAPLCITY OF FRAME IN FIGURE 6(b) \.JITH AND WITH-
OUT CONSIDERATION OF S~lliAR DEFORY~TION, EXPRESSED IN KIPS 
Without Shear Deformation With Shear Deformation 
L/R 15 tMode 2ndi1ode 3rdl'1ode 1 5 tr1ode 2ndMode 3r~ode 
10 149871. 280590. 547560. 130668. 257943. 537390. 
20 37491. 70197. 136971. 36156 •. 68517. 136287. 
30 16659. 31191. 60864. 16390. 30849. 60726. 
40 9370. 17542. 34233. 928l~. 17434. 34188. 
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correspond to a L/R ratio of 10. For the same L/R value, 
the reduction of the first three loads of the frames with-
out sidesway are given in sequence as; 98.3, 92.6, and 
99.0%. Thus, the effect of shear deformation is the largest 
on the 1st mode of the frame with side sway ~vhile the 2nd 
mode of the non-sway frame is more sensitive to shear 
deformation than the 18 t or 3rd modes of this structure. 
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B. Influence of Axial Loads on The Natural Frequencies 
of Rigid Frames. 
The effects which shear deformation and rotatory 
inertia have on the natural frequencies of a rigid frame 
are not included in this section, in order that the sole 
effect of axial loading might be studied. Similarly, the 
stability load obtained for the dynamic analysis does 
not include the effect of shear deformation. 
The dynamic analysis is performed on the structures 
shown in Fig. 6. The method of analysis consists of first 
determining the fundamental buckling load of the structures, 
and then determining the natural frequencies of these 
structures when they are loaded with various percentages 
of this buckling load. 
The fundamental frequency of a ri3id frame reduces 
to zero when this frame is loaded with its fundamental 
buckling load. This is illustrated for the frame of Fig. 
6(a) by the curve of Fig. 7. The notation p of this figure 
represents the frequency calculated with axial load on 
the structure, while pBE indicates the frequency of the 
structure calculated using the Bernoulli-Euler theory of 
flexural motions. The symbol F/Fcr represents the ratio 
of the load on the structure to the structure's fundamental 
buckling load. 
A structure, such as a rigid frame, generally does 
not experience its full buckling load, for there is al-








FIGURE 7. CORRECTION OF FUNDAMENTAL FREq,UENCY OF RIGID 






o. .2 .4 .6 
F/Fcr 
FIGURE 8(a). CORRECTION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF RIGID 
FRAME \JITHOUT SIDESWAY DUE TO INTERNAL AXIAL FORCES 
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the study has been limited to studying the effects of 
axial loading with a maximum value of 60% of the structures 
buckling load. Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) show the effect of 
st · 
axial forces on the 1 three natural frequencies of the 
structures shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. 
The fundamental mode is reduced over 30% in both cases, 
while the reduction of the higher modes is less than this. 
When axial loads are represented in terms of the 
structure's total buckling load, their effect on the natur-
al frequencies of these structures is independent of the 
L/R ratio of the members. Therefore, the curves of Figs. 
8(a) and B(b) pertain to the structures of Figs. 6(a) and 
6(b) with any L/R value. The numerical values used in 
plotting these curves are given in Table IV. The frequen-
cies correspond to an L/R ratio of 10. 
An interesting situation is observed by examining 
the 2nd and 3rd natural frequencies for the frame without 
sidesway. These modes occur at practically the same fre-
quency when there is no axial load considered. Even to 
the degree of accuracy given, they have the same magni-
tude. However, these modes separate when axial load is 
considered in the analysis. The phenomenon is illustrated 
in Fig. 9, which is a sketch of the values of Table V. 
The br and determinant values in the immediate range of 
the 2nd and 3rd modes are recorded in this table for the 
case when there is no axial load on the structure and also 
when the structure is loaded with 10% of its buckling load. 
o. .2 .4 .6 
F/Fcr 
FIGURE 8(b). CORRECTION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF RIGID 
FRAME WITH SIDESHAY DUE TO INTERRAL f~u'CIAL FORCES 
TABLE IV 
NATURAL FREQUENCIES IN RADIANS FER SECOND FOR RIGID FRAMES 
OF FIGURES 6(a) and 6(b) SUBJECTED TO AXIAL LOADING 
1
..Ji thout Side sway \.Ji th Sides way 
Mode Mode 
F/Fcr 1
st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 
o.o 10928. 15580. 15580. 1514.0 4970.1 10928. 
0.2 10079. 14488. 15019. 1357.5 4692.0 10712. 
0.4 9023. 13230. 14316. 1179.0 4396.0 10l~84. 
0.6 7636. 11726. 13430. 966.1 4078.5 10244. 
L~6 
TABLE V 
VALUES OF b AND DETERI'1INANT FOR NON-SHAY CASE IH RANGE 
r OF SECOND AND 'rHIRD I'10DES 






































Note: Curves are not 
drawn to scale 
b~ 
r 
F/F =0.0 cr 
FIGURE 9. II;LUSTRATION OF THE EFFECT HHICH AXIAL LOADING 
HAS ON THE SECOND AND THIRD NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF THE RIGID 
FRAME IN FIGURE 6( a) 
The effect of the axial load is to reduce the 2nd mode 
by a greater def,ree than it does the 3rd, und thus it 
separates these modes. 
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C. Dynamic Analysis of Axially Loaded Ri3id Frames with 
Timoshenko ~1embers 
The effects of shear deformation and rotatory inertia 
are more significant for high frequencies and low L/R 
values, whereas the effect of axial forces in the greatest 
on the fundamental frequency and is independent of L/R. 
The curves of Figs. lO(a) and lO(b) show the interaction 
of these effects for the structures considered in Figs. 
6(a) and 6(b). In this investigation, the effect of shear 
flexibility has been included in the stability analysis 
as indicated by the prime of F/Fcr'· 
The influence of shear deformation and rotatory inertia 
predominates when there is little or no axial loading on 
the structures, thus, the higher modes of Figs. lO(a) and 
lO(b) are reduced a greater percent in this range. When 
the frame with sidemvay h~s a larger percentage of its 
buckling load applied, the effect of axial forces becomes 
substantial enough to reduce the fundamental mode a greater 
degree than that of the higher modes. While, for the non-
sway case the 2nd mode is reduced a greater percentage 
for the entire range considered. The reason for this is 
that the 2nd mode is reduced a significant amount·by the 
axial load, as indicated in Fig. 8(a) and this effect 
coupled with that of rotatory inertia and shear deformation 
causes this situation to occur. The natural frequencies 
of the structures studied can be reduced as much as 50% 
by the combined effects of shear deformation, rotatory 
49 







o. .2 .4 .6 
F/F cr1 
FIGURE 10(a). CORRECTION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF RIGID 
FRAME WITH SIDESv/AY DUE TO SHEAR DEFORMATION, ROTATORY 









o. .2 .4 .6 
F/F cr' 
FIGURE 10(b). CORRECTION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF RIGID 
FRAME WITHOUT SIDESWAY DUE TO SHEAR DEFORMATION, ROTATORY 
INERTIA, AND INTERNAL AXIAL FORCES 
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D. Effect which Distribution of Loadin~ has on the 
Gtability and Dynamic Behavior of Higid Frames with 
Timoshenko l"Iembers 
The loading conditions illustrated in Fig. ll are 
used to study the effect \-Thich the distribution of loads 
has on the stability and dynamic behavior of ri~id frames. 
The stability analyses performed on these structures in-
clude the effect of shear deformation. Similarly, the 
dynamic analyses include shear deformation, rotatory inertia, 
and 60% of the structures fundamental buckling load. The 
structure in each case is composed of the rectangular mem-
ber of Fig. 6(c), which has a L/R ratio of 20. 
The numerical values obtained from the stability 
and dynamic analyses' are given in Table VI. In this table, 
cases (a-d) correspond to the structures in Figs. (ll(a)-
ll(d)), respectively. It is noted that for the case when 
there is no joint translation, the loading distributions 
significantly influence the stability and dynamic behavior 
of the structure. However, there is less than a 1% devi-
ation in the buckling load and fundamental frequency of 
t~e 1st three cases for the frame with sidesway. When 
case d is considered, the systematic behavior of this struc-
ture changes and the load capacity of the structure is 
significantly reduced. The fundamental frequency is not 
reduced as much as it was in the previous cases when the 
structure is loaded with 60% of this load. 




FIGUHE 11. LOADING DIG'rRii3U'l1IONS CONSID~RED Ill STABILITY 
AND DYNAHIC ANALYSIS 
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to a change in load distribution than is its dynamic 
behavior. For instance, the buckling load corresponding 
to case d of the sway structure deviates approximately 
27% from the other cases, \vhile its natural frequency de-
viates only 6.5%. The same situation is true for the 
variations of loads and frequencies of the non-sway struc-
ture. 
TABLE VI 
FlJNDA.f"ENTAL BI'CKIJING LOADS AND N.ATU1~AL FfE~QUENCIES OF 
FRAf·lES ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 11. THE DYNAI"IIC ANALYSIS 





~Ji thout \~ith 'w'i thout \-lith 
Sidesway Side sway Side sway Side sway 
Case a 136287. 36156. 1776.661 229.8262 
Case b 110683. 36078. 1872.071 230.0053 
Case c 74481. 35463. 1930.750 231.4-638 
Case d 55987. 26259. 2181.046 245.5671 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis numerical methods of determining the 
buckling loads and natural frequencies of rigid frames 
have been developed. The effect of shear deformation is 
included in the stability analysis, while the combined 
efft~cts of shear deformation, rotatory inertia, and internal 
axial forces are included in the dynamic analysis. Using 
the computer programs of Appendix C, a two story rigid 
frame is analyzed from which the following conclusions 
have been determined. 
The influence of shear deformation on the stability 
of rigid frames can be neglected in all but the most exact 
analysis when the members of the structure have L/R values 
greater than 20. 
·when the fundamental buckling load is placed on a 
rigid frame, the fundamental frequency of this structure 
is reduced to zero. 
The effect of axial loading diminishes for the 
higher frequencies of a structure. 
For an accurate determination of the natural frequen-
cies of a riGid frame, the effects of shear deformation, 
rotatory inertia, and internal axial forces must be con-
sidered. 
The stability of a riGid frame is more sensitive 
to the distribution of loadinr; than is the dynamic behavior 
of this structure. 
A structure such as a rigid frame has systematic 







Equations for Dynamic Stiffness Coefficients 
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The dynamic stiffness matrix as developed in 8ection 
B of the formulation relates internal forces to internal 
deformations. The matrix notation for this is 
SH*l SM*2 SMYl Sl'1Y2 
81'1*2 SM*l S!1Y2 SMYl 
= 
SV~l SV~2 SRVl SRV2 
SV*2 SV*l SRV2 SRVl 
The internal forces and deformations are shown acting in 
their positive sense on the members in Figs. lA and 2A. 
FIGURE lA. INTERNAL FORCES 
ON MEMBER 
FIGURE 2A. INTERNAL DE-
FORMATIONS OF MEMBER 
The parameters used in the formulas of the stiffness 
coefficients are given here for the convenience of the 
reader. 
b2 
= L4p 2m/EI; 
r2 2 
= I/AL ; 
82 




Dynamic Stiffness Coefficients 
When 
2 2 2 4 2 





b b b 
_ (G( 2 +13 2 ) ( ( l+s 2 (,;3 2 -b 2r 2 ) )D<COSH~c<)SIN(..1)-(l-s 2(ct. 2 +b 2r 2 ) ),1SINH(~)COS(8)) EI 
- ~/.1(l+s c 2)D . L 
_ (~ 2 +82 ) (1:1( l-s2 (oe.2+b 2r 2 ) )SINH(~~ -o(( l+s2 (42-b2r 2 ) )SIN0)) EI 
- ~IJ( l+s 2c )D L 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 j 2 2 b ( 2+s ( (1 -d. )-2b r ) )SINH(c:o(..)SIN(/.1) 
_ (o<. - +2s b ) ( 1-COSH(~) COS (l.i))- o4, /j EI 
- D L 2 
_ (oe. 2 +~2 ) (COS (8) -COSH ( o\)) EI 








= (o\ 2-82 +2s2b2) ( 1-COSH(-< )COS(Q))-b2( 2+s2~ (82 -ot.22-2b2r2) )SINH( o<)SIN(Q) ~IJ EI 
(l+s2c2)D :2 
_ (~2+j2 )(COS(J)-COSH(~)) EI 
- (l+s2c2)D L2 
L 
_ (~ 2 +8 2 ) ( ( l+s2 (a2 -b2r2~)o<SINH(o() COS(8) +( l~s 2(~ 2 +b 2r 2) )JCOSH( ot.)SIN(~)) EI 
- (l+s c2)(l-s2b2r 2)D L3 
_ (~2+82 )((l+s 2 (J 2-b 2r2))~SINH(~)+(l-s 2(~ 2+b 2r2 ))8SIN(8)) EI 
- (l+s2c2)(l-s2b2r 2)D L3 
D = 2( 1-COSH(~)COS(.-1)) + SIN(~)S~N~( a~.) ( ( l-s2b2r 2) (""' 2-~2 +4s2b 2) -b2s 4 (o(, 2-132)) 
ot.J1(l+S C ) 
01 
~ 
Dynamic Stiffness Coefficients 
ltlhen 
2 2 2 4 2 (( 2 2)2 2c (r +S )+4 c)~< ( 2 2 c) r -s + ~ + ~ r +S +~ 
b b 
SI"'*l _ (o\ 1 2 -!J2 ) (8(~ 1 2-b2s 2)SIN(/3)COS(o(. 1 )- o..' (J2-b2s 2)SIN(D!' )COS(8)) EI 
- b 2 (l+s 2c 2)D L 
SI"'*2 - c~ I 2-a2 ) (0( I (..1 2-b2s 2)SIN(ot. I )-J.1(ot.' 2-b2s 2 )SIN(8)) EI 
- b 2(l+s2c 2 )D L 
(2~' 24 2-b 2s 2 (~ 12+42 ))SIN(~')SIN(~) 
SMYl = (~' 2+a2-2b 2s 2 )(COS(~')COS(~)-l) + « 1 ~ EI (l+s2c 2)D L2 
SMY2 _ (~ 12-~2 )(COS(~ 1 )-COs(1 )) EI 
- (l+s 2c2)D L2 
Cl 
I'\) 
(2Dl' 2A 2-b2s 2 (d.12+A2) )SIN(~' )SIN(A) 
SV;J;l = (~' 2+A2-2b2s2)(COS(~')COS(A)-l)+ ~ 1A EI 
(l+s2c2)n Lf 
SV;i;2 _ (~• 2-~)(COS(~')-COS(A)) EI 
- (l+s2c2)n Lf 
SRvl _ ( ct.• 2-~) (13(d. 1 2 -b2s 2 ) ~;IN(ct.' )COS (/3 )- o.' (_1.3'--b'-s ... )COS (d.' )SIN(J3)) EI 




_ (~• 2-~)(A(d.1 -b2s2~SIN(~')-~1 (~2-b2s2)SIN(1)) EI 
- ~'A(l+s c 2 )D LP 
D = 2(1-COS(c( • )COS(Jj) )- SIN{A)SI:T~ct.') ( (1-b2r2s2) (ct.' 2+A2-4b2s2)-b2s4(~' 2+/32)) 





Tables of Dynamic Stiffness Coefficients 
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TABLE lB 
DYNJ'J-'IIC S'riFFNES3 COEFI'IGIENTS 
q= 'J.Q("}~~ S= ').0001 r/r:cc.q_)=~.CIC' 
s~l <; ~? <;MVt SMY~ 
R= ).51 1.99757 '. 11') l 7 7 -5.98684 -l,.'J.:.'7':>~ P= l.CJD ~.OC"')I"\45 ? • i)') 71 5 -5.94751 -f..C~1:);J 
R=- 1. 5 ') ~. 0 7R48 2.'llA15 -"1.RP175 -6. J 6 ")C)() 
R-= ?.:::'0 3.06164 ?. 1 ?Aq2 -5.7P0?5 
-S.17497 
n. = ? • 5') 1.93'1A3 ?.""4'5?6 -'1.6~059 -f--.1°1)'31 
R= 1.Ja 3.91?94 ?.'VJ55R -'5.572?5 -~.?R452 
R= 1. 5 ') 3.PR'JR3 ? • ·v~oo~ -5.34':157 -6.l:t)?R 
R= (t. !) 1 1.P,413? .., 11 ~Ft4 -'5ol4l~6 -~ 0 c; 1 (t 3 4 --~ . ~= 4.~r) 3.POO:?~ ?. 15 J 36 -4. o c: t, 5 R -(: .• 6')7~7 
R= '5.~() 3.75121 ?. U~>39l -4. 1)4015 
-S.R?l36 
R=- 5. S') 3.696')Q 2. ?11 1R - 4. -~ 4 :l 9 q -7.C']<,7? 
P= S. C, D 3.f)1446 "). ?7909 -40('!"'7')] 
-7.21<5"17 
R= 6.5() 3.'56"i95 2. 31?44 -3.63789 -7.4~Q77 
P= 7.('1C) 3.49812 ?.19lR5 -~.??090 -7.7~0?6 
'l=- 7. 5J 3.40642 ?.4'1786 -2.781'33 -7.9:::)':)]1 
P= R.(")Q 1.?1426 ?. 5~ 103 -2.?~909 -Po1?1:)6 
P= 8.'5') 3.2129(! ?. 61?07 -lo7499P. -O,of-7927 
R= 9.('1 3.1~161 2. 7t; 1 79 -1.1~''17 -Cl • ~ 7 't 4 7 
n= C).5') 2.97936 ?.90110 -J.51S22 -::J."ilVJ6 
R= l:J.')'"'l 2.P41)~6 2. 1 11 ll C.laoc7 -18.',,:'1 Q:" 
Cl= 10.'5') ?.f-,974?_ ~.J3~1;1 0.orlRl -JJ."i430') 
11= 11."'(' ?.5~4RB 3. lA9'5R 1.1?('716 -llol47f+'5 
R= 11.'10 2.1':1'561 3o 11CJ19 ?..71477 -1J.R?.J6~ 
R: 12.~1 2.1'5744 3. 48767 3.75467 -12.'5736S 
R=- 12.'5'1 1.9~771 1. 67605 4.~no~::> -1~.t+1q5') 
fl= 13.rr:l 1.69323 1. Q,R77Q 6. t23f>C -l'to17JJt• 
n: 11. "i1 1.4?'107 4. 1:?6'>4 7.'5r"iP4 -l5.44S"')A 
R= 14.:'') 1.113':\4 4. 19738 o.n4~7~ -16.61)971 
!l= 14.')') C • 7f,f,Ol~ 4. 7C6Vi lC. 7P.Cl77 -1P.('6~60 
R= l5oJJ r.37"30f3 '>. :}61 1 A 12.7~Pl6 -19.A7Rr)Z 
Q: 1'5.'10 -0.'J7R27 "· 47187 14.06761 -?1.'5471':\ R= 11).(1() -0.~0031 c;. qr-;161 17.'51~')0 - ? 1 .. 7 ' (t ft l 
R= 16.51) -1.?1'178 6.519r2 2'-'• r;r'9l? -7'-o3?.JA? 
R= l7o0:J -1. q ~3CJI) 7. 19'537 74.C'!A72 -zq. 4?~t.s 
R= 17.'1'1 -?.Pf13C)4 P. 11 787 2P.21?11 -~1.10q14 
R= lq.r,') -~.P.72R1 a. )151(-, 31.177'3'3 -37oR77S3 
~= 18.'1'1 -5.?1015 1 (}. 1211 .. 7 19.714?1 -43orlll63 
n.= lll.D') -6. 0 4?58 1 ? • t)~ 2 73 47.11331'· -51."1)!39 Q= 10. c; :') -9.?7?40 1 4. ?.774 1t c;q.C)3~PR - S ::> • ~, 7 S 'J R 
"= ?J.01 -l2.'i7642 l7.'5?_4?C) 74.4f>75l -77.1')'>15 R= ?"~. LJJ -l7of-1~1'5 2 'J. 5?~:)(1 9Rol_53')6 -1 J:). 271~:) 
P= ?t.J::' -"')6.':l'5605 ll. 19336 1V~.RP.840 -!4~.4587() 
R:::: 71. ')~ -4'5.·::'19CJ3 (+C). ~031)R ??"i.OC'J6C -72A.Q?S40 
9= ...,, r" f, •4. ' -l11.7ncgo 11 R. 19 'H~O ') 4 ') • l q 'i t~ 0 - " 1+ c:; • " l 7 ':! ") 
P.= 22.'1') 1')9.1Jn7(; -354. nR')OQ -l ~,c:;z. ~1. 0 ~': l_l)"i?.0~7()0 
Q:::: ;:>3.01 77.5C'A:?r -7?. 'lit A OA - ~ l+?. q 7 5l' r.j ~4~.74.51_0 
P.= ?3.'1f1 45.7118?2 -41. Vl?r~ -1 01). -~'>?4f' lqS.7~)CO 
R-= ;:ui.n0 13.c::4lRR - :;>q. 13"31° -13Po?7J3() l4J.;:n:n1 
1""1:::: ?4.50 ?7.r3o·v. -:??. 7'"..· 1r1 3 - 1 :: 7 0 7 C) (") (' 0 ll Jo'iJ'ViD 
R:::: ?'1.C1 2?.CJ0457 -18.743?.7 -g8.7?~(-,(1 "?.17"ilt!J Q= ?'1.'5') 7t;.?'J.Ol4 -Ir...'JAl6A -75.-A?·"~') 79.P~!t?A 
0:::: ?6.('0 19.?1?7R -l'+. 11:?11 -6'1.901+'36 7':.::Hl1Jlt 
P.= ?f.. "if') li).A7?73 -1?. l).~l '17 -'>8.57'11'5 64.?g)'57 
q= ?7.~1) 1"io4"'17') -I l. ')')50() -"i"? • .Al~(ll? 59.l~'J42 
f1= "?7.'11 1 It • lt 6 l 2 '5 -l•). t)S9f,O - It 7 0 7 lt g 6? 5').1::.1226 
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TABLE lB - Continued 
Q= o.ro~:- S= ~.ono'l r. I r: ( r. R ) = r' • 0 :) 
SVl S V? <; p v 1 S~V" 
R= :J.'l'l -'5.0A6A4 -A. ·1n71)R I 1. 00690 1~.~3?':'4 
R::: l. :)1 -').olt7'13 
-A. ·)11 O:J 1I.A2817 l~.l79.Cl7 
~= l • '5 n -'5.8~175 
-A. V1oon 1 1.16?4'"' 1?.~1]01+ 
11.::: ?.r'J -5.7Ro;:>5 -f.,. l2 1t 0 7 l[l. 5r'P4T l?.c;l9'59 
n::: ?."i'"l -5.f>691:j9 -f.,. 1.ClA11_ 9.61)414 l2.ql'l51 
R= 3.:J') -s.~???'l -A.~R45? R.6?7:J7 13.18+14 
~=~= 3.'1Q -">.341)57 -6.19')?8 7.V'l1Cl'5 11.6?57'5 
P- t+. ("() 
-5.14l6A -A. "51434 '5.9A08G 14.l4l .. 4l 
R::: 4.51") -4.9GS'>R -A. S57A7 4.32~91) 14. 7 4 (~ 6 3 
~= "5.8C -4.6lt015 -A.R2l36 ;:>. 't 71tR4 1"5.4'31'13 
R::: '5.'11 -4.14C99 -7.'101,72 ').4[99() 1~. 21 tJ1 
0,::: A.ro -4.~\'751 -7. ~15?7 -l.R701'5 t7.o:nl'J q= 6.50 -1.A37R9 - 7. 4t+ R 77 -4.4('124 1~.27~93 
R::: 7.00 -3.?2009 -1. 7 1lf:}2A -7.16639 lC'l.13:157 
P::: 7.50 -?.78131 -7. qocn t -1~.186?7 2 ~. t, l z ;:> 2 
P::: 9.0J -?.28909 -A. 32106 -1.1.474?? 2l.H~436 
P::: s.c:;,J 
-1.74998 -8.1,19?7 -17.'::4572 2~.311'5'5 
R= 9.::':) -1.16i:'l7 -0. ·)744 7 -2Q.9PHl8 25.'J1'J9lt 
R= 9.50 -0.'51522 -0.'51301) -?').11449 ""·9:_1211 11.::: lD.O'J f"'l.loQ()7 -1 fl. ll'H R<' -?9.6'5703 ;?q.['")OC'9 
ll::: 1J.5CJ c.~6181 -1 n. '5410"i -14.'575:?3 3l.l596C1 
P= 11.0') l.P0716 -11. 14 745 -39.'J"?57 3"l..9R~57 
P= l 1 • 50 ?. 7"1A72 -11. 97(1AR -4'>.67CJ41 'l,',.O':>::J')I) 
R= 17.:'') "l,.7C:.467 ~-l2.'>71A6 -5l.0')13lt 1+~. 2? l 9 7 
R= 1?.50 4.~7<112 -l3.41R5') -58.79203 43.93793 
Q- 13.('!() 6.1236(1 -14. 17:)')4 - A ~, • 2 1 5 1 '5 4R.1.39'57 
R= 11.50 7.'1C5At~ -15.4ft6?.9 -7tt. 30R4l '52.Cl079(1 
R= 14.:)a CJ.QltR73 -lA. f>ry97l -'n. 377SC ') Q. 3'+ g en 
R= 14.'50 l0.78C77 -1 R. 06R 60 -cn.3~548 64."l9')1)9 
R::: l').OQ 1?. 71816 -1Q.67892 -1 C'+· 3Sr>oc 7l.Rll95 
Q- 15.5::' lft.06761 -21.5471':\ -1 16. 7ll5'J 11J.2lf+~6 
R= 16.C'J 17.1)30.59 -?3. 73441 -llC.7~l5Cl ()J.ORS65 
q, 16.'50 2Cl.')(1Q1~ -26.~??6? -146.7l9?C l'Jl.R:l~10 
11.= 17.00 24.ClA72 -29. 4241-tR -lS5.274?J l l 5. q J ~~ q 0 
~= 1_7.'5:) ?9.?1211 -3 3. !09Q4 -1 R7.0707C l33.ll7AJ 
R= lR.OO 13.12735 -37.87753 -713.21161" l c; 1+ • ') 1 7 4 :1 
R= 1R.5;:1 39.714?3 -43. qllA3 -;;>45.-~712'.! ~ R 1. 7?ll~J 
11.= 19.00 47.93314 -51.56139 -7116.09R6Q ~17.3'5'35[) 
R= Io.5') ')R.o'l,:tqR -A?.')76t1R -319. 11?0'],(' ?65. R?RM} 
R= ?~.8J 74.ltt.,751 -77. ln63S - 4 1 1t • 7 ('I ? 1 c 315. ?~,7'JO 
R= ?'J.')('I oA.J S":\06 -10l'. ?7l}Rr. -"?7.'5-=lf-1'-C 4 (+ ? • '+ q q 1 .J 
R= ?l.Jr"! 1-=IA.PRDt+O -140.4SR7J - 7 1 'J. At~ t, '~ [' S?9.R)I60 
'1= ? l. 50 ?2').Qf;'-if,f:' -?ZA. 0?~4C· -ll ~,:.,. OQ!,~)r l ')1·1. l ~l')() 
~= ??.')') '145.1G'5QO -541'). 6-=17A'J -?'> 11. ~n 6Cr: 751:1. 8V)V) 
P-= ?;J.c;f) -1A5?.PlR:J(' 1 6 5?. qr, 7 c: ') 75'17. R~')cr; -7707.183(')'1 
q= ?3.C!~ - 3ft 2 • o 7 '> D D 3 1t 1. 74510 15:l7.'5C4:JC -11)~-=1. ftJ7()J 
R= ?3.'1(l -1()5.1')?40 lt:l6. 760 00 RlR.213R:-' -14~. 871[10 
Q- ? It • :) !") -l3P.72l~C lltf1. ~R o 10 1'\t+o. ~'l?"irl -h79.()')7P,Q 
0.= ?1~.'5~ -1::,7. 71)9')0 110. 'JOq60 !t ~ 4 • 1 9 R tt n -S4l.?:J4lJ 
R= ?"i.C0 -RP.72060 0?. 1754C• :qz.4191D - '+ 5 (, • 6 ? ') i1 ~ Q= ?">.50 -75. r ;-> o e s 79. q0lt2h 2 t~ 7 • 9 lt q R ') -~00.77Q,P(' 
R= 76.'::'1 -6'5.Q()496 7f1. q11 A4 1 o,. SV44n -3">rJ. 21 qltf' 
P,::: 7A.5Ci -58.')7515 64. ?Oi)57 lAl.7P'130 -~,?Q.~')I~'jr) 
n,= ?7.00 -5?.6l+'J12 "> n. lh'Jlt2 129.Q1Z~(' -v:c:;.<1'+1?a 
R= 2 7 .50 -47.74C"162 ')1').10?26 l13.14lt?P -2R7.~53?0 
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TABLE 2B 
DYl'IAMIC STIFFNESS COEF"FICIENTS 
Q: 8.00~:'1 S= r.CC')D f/C(r:Rl=C'.f)O 
~\Ill c; ~, ~"1Vl c:: ..,v., 
R= ').50 l.5qA62 ?. ~1961 -4.~R97Q -4.41~()~ 
!:\= l.CO 1."7331 ?.~1')'5'3 -4.11766 -(t.4514lt 
R= l.t)C' 1.4=;'HC'l 2. A4<l01) -~~-~5'15? - It • '5 J 7 It 3 
""' 
?.C'D 1.. 51 ° '5? ?. 'P50'-t -4.1?765 -t ... ')~t,l)l) 
R= 2.50 l.47R'57 2. 9'1j:J97 -l.Qf...Q14 -4.6~).)') q= 1.:Ja 1.4?7Rl ?.95lllt -1.11a9o -4.<Jl~Al 
R:: 1.5f' l.-:t.6A78 3. ()(' 2 01 -3.'1~41? -4.97"~93 q= 4.CC1 1.?91t'1l 1.06212 -~.2S62D -5.15779 
R= ~~.'5') l.?ll"'~ 1.13216 -?.C)llt77 -f\.17?.41 
1\:: 5.00 1.111)78 3. ~1295 -?.'if-,7(')6 -'5.A?'l47 
A"' 5.'iQ l.C'066P 3.1C'54ft -2.14975 -'5.9J"i?") 
P- &.Of) C.RR3C2 l. 41090 -l.67~R6 -6. ? -~"' 4 5 
P- A. 50 r.7433R 3. '5306A -l.lt.9f,4 _,)•'-,)')~9 
R= 1.no 0.58603 1.6664'5 -"'.'556~7 -7.J??17 q, 7.5!') r.4(Hl90 3.Q7.:)3'5 C'. lf''7A3 -7.r::;C177 
""' 
'3.8"} 
"' • ?0'?46 1. 9'1493 :J.A'il?.9 -P.'Itt5lfi R:: R.5") 
-O.C'153'5 4 .• 19?94 l.li~4lq ->~.~r}'l2'+ 
R= 9.!)0 -r.zr,g30 4.41q44 ;>.~1~9" -9.37311 
11:: 9.'50 -r."i57C.8 4. 67599 1.'>711, -l:'l.lq4A6 
R- 1o.no -C.~R4"''5 4. Q714') 1t. qt:,C) ll -11.11°48 
~= 1~.51) 
-1.?5916 '5.31211 A.2l'J44 -l~.locn_r:; 
P: 11 • 0 J -l.69r52 5.7C'l76q 7.7"3Qt) -l1.t+"'H6 
Q, 11.'5') -~.JqllA A. l7J66 0 .'1~1~1 -14.n~~71 q= l?.fl" -2.7770? 6.71771, 11.50061 -lf-.t.,q9"'1 
~= 1?.50 -3. (+ 7361 7.17181 l/ ... ~'l?.71 -1~.79?74 
R= 13.0~ -4.~1~'31 Q. 164 ~'t l~.q~~7R -2l.35J75 
R= 11.5') -t;. 3 3lt?7 '1.143"5 ?"'.4647,7 -?4.51{)10 
R= 14.00 -6.f-ll41')3 l"'.37')Q4 ?4.qt.4~4 -?o.r::;t7?0 
R= !4.50 -R.26141 11. fl77 27 ~1.431)97 -31.7l3'i3 
R: 1_5.00 -1r.c~553q 14.11397 17.~3~,A -'•~'. 7:11:)9 q, 15.'50 -13.524r.(l l7.l?t)()? 4P.l?Ol'i -"J • .::;~-Vt'5 
A= t6.rr. -lf'.l?ll?. 21. ·'>6A 24 (,1.46?60 - ~ c:; • t~ 4 A 4 ~ 
R= 16.50 -25.77103 20.~5AR? 09.0"-1144 _q':.l7r'J?7 
A= 17.0~ -4l.r4:.'71 44.46674 l1Q.~!)Q~[ -l(t1.4Jll0 
R= 11.c:;n -A6.ff")l,7A Qi). (~5644 ?~I').QR3lr - ? 0 8 • 5 1 ') 4 0 
"= 1P.8~-?2A77.~1GOO ??ARt'. A200'1 71'1373.l?OC'C' -7'1372.93)1:) q, tR.4=;f) o6.P,qr'20 -fl 3. fl6 5 ?7 -'314.3ql10 314.Q2451 R= 19.0:) 5D.F-77"il -4 7. 1)?.403 -16l.OC?30 1~1.013~') 
9"' 1.q.~o 15.?0535 -3?.?JA~~ - 1 1 :J • q q 't '5 r. ll~.69 1t40 
~'= ?0.(1(') ?7."9'500 - ::"~ • '> 9 6 D '~ -R"i 0 3f-')~r:; P7.~771? 
q, ?").50 22.06?72 -?0.04514 -60.84564 7 ? • 7 n ts-P5 
A= 21.C'J ta.R621A -17.~?914 -50.1~113 6?.Q&.,~"''t) 
n= ?1.'51 17.63'16!) -1 4. ~q(' 44 -'11.7">,J9? '5F>.~VPR 
""' 
?2.00 113.05417 -1~.10')77 - {~ '5 • q ? 5 3 ? "if'.9?.?7't 
q,. ?2.'5~ u~ . F> 111 2 " -1?.'17nl8 - {~ 1 • ? .'3 '~ 4 I? 47.':'17")~ q, ?1.f'~ ]~.'5692R -ll. 1., q 70 -17.t+A710 43.9~14:? 
R= ?3.f51 t2.6qnf:.O -1":. 3?R15 -34.?.4177 4l."i·nr,n 
R= ?4.~() ll.q/ ... 049 -O.()Q9')7 - ·:q 0 4t)Ot.,4 ~u.c;A~9Fl 
~= ?'•· ')~ 1l.?OP,Q7 -9. 1571)1 -;>o. ry··o')t ... 37.C)71JJ 
r:l= ?'1.:)~ lC'. 73ARlt - p. 71? 18 -?6. qll<~R 3f-.f,1,?]1, 
R= ?'5.'50 lO.?'t~?q -R. 1'~594 -7'+• <1?4~A 1 '5 • !) p 9 ~~ ~~ 
n= ?F>.C'1 9.70Q411 -P..016lq -??.qq15? 34.7\174f) 
n, ?6.1i0 9. V177P -7.7411-t4 -?l.?R4B~ ·:n.9Wlt;~ 
q= ?7.00 o.J1"'~53 -7.51011 -19.1)7Q03 ~~.41)4'5 
n- ?7.'50 A. f., C)] f:ll -7.110q5 -19.1S324 32.Q512R 
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TABLE 2B - Continued 
R= o.~oJ~ S= O.C!"'OrJ C/CfCQJ='J.60 
SV1 SV? S~V1 SPV::> 
"'= J.l)") -4.18<170 -4.41At'R -5 • /f-07 4A -'1.1~74? R= 1. 0 r) -4.3176o -4. 4'il44 -C).77r:;67 - ') • ') 7 , .. 6 ? 
~= 1.5'1 -4.2'5r'll)~ -4. r:;n743 -f:-.?4Q~7 -r;.1Pln7 
R= ?.Q') -4.1?7A5 -4. 'iR~A-'1 -~. 0 1478 -4.RQ763 
fl.= ~.5') -1.1')6R14 - ~~. f.t<)r) co -7.77r;Re, -4. 1-t'.'t:l~l') 
R= ~.no -1.770RO -4.8P36l -R.B1A4l - ( ... ') 4- q l 2 
R'"' ~.5') -1.'5141?. -4. Q73'13 -1J.1~141 -1.Rlll5 
R= 4. :J') -1.756?(' -5.1'5779 -11.r:J77?.A -1.21?11 q= 4.5') -?.0':\477 -c;. 17241 -11.27173 -?.6R~4') 
R: 13.Ct) -2.5n706 -5.6?047 -15. 1 Qlt C'? -1. 97'-,~ft 
R: '5.5') -2.1407'5 -'5. Q(JI)? 0 -17.1"530 -I.lf-.111 
~= 6.CO -1.t.,78R6 -A. ?3·145 -1Q.7f-t:lqc:; -J.?24q3 
~= A. 50 -1.14°A4 -A.600R~ -?::>.t~t;()R4 ~~. 13' .. 79t, 
R= 7.01 -C'.5'5S37 -7. ~??:17 -? r:;. 1t?OC ~ ?.:1"752? 
R: 7.1)0 ~.10783 -1. 5'JJ77 -?R.6Q067 ~.'t7qq6 
R= 8.0~ 0.R'i1:?0 -8. 0't5 J ~ -3?.1173? '5.rH~c:;qa 
B= R. 5!) 1'.68418 - R • 66'5 ?4 -36. '3'17(14 s.o::>R70 
R= 9.C'1 ?.61898 -9.37331 -40.71'11n 9. :J 1t 7 57 
n- 9.51) '3.f-7ll6 -10.18466 -45.')7q?.2 11.lt0'J64 
Cl= 10.01') lt.R6Cll -l1.ll84~ -'i0.Q7';3Q 14.~?671 
"= 11). 50 6.?1~44 -} ?.. l091'5 -'i6.'Hq35 17.6?qR? R= 11.('1 7.75185 -11.451J16 -61.7C6QO 21.5JS~o 
f3:= ll.5') 9.531~1 -] 4. 93~71 -71.?R343 ?S.(H~Rtt? 
R= 1?.r)f) 11.'50061 ·-l~.t,ACJR~ -79. RQ'ilt(' 31.'3t.Jt1 R= 12.')0 14.:'3273 -l P. 70::> 7ft _qC?.79?25 "l,q.tt.,772 
R= 13.00 16.9'3678 -?1. 35')7'5 -1~1.372'50 46.?5766 
R= 11.50 20.464'37 -?4. '51610 -11'+. 989"0 '5S.11Jq?. 
R= 14.n'J ?4.fl4424 -?R.'5172Q -1"31_.')4770 69.13979 
Cl= 14.'30 3r~.4~597 -?3.71Vi3 -l')?.lR28C' 8'5.8~700 
R= 15.G:1 37.~3A38 -4C. 70309 - 1 7 Q • g 6 7 '• c 10R.4B29:J 
P.: 15.'5"1 4A. I ?015 -')('. 'i6345 - 7 l'i.ll)~4(' 14).5-:1,640 
~= 16.00 6~.46260 -A'1.44B46 -7'>P.l~R9C 1RQ.l?261 
R= 16.50 8P.fl6044 -O(l. 37'1 7.7 -154. 3~R1(' ') 7 r_1 • 7 q ~ r 0 
A= 11.:n l~q.l6960 -14t. 401 3Q -523.41[140 't3'5. O~P?O 
R= 17.'5') 2PQ.~A310 -?90.51('14('! -1:-'~?.~~?~'0 c-pq. cnqq:) 
R= 18.00 7'5371.12000 -7537~. 93000 -"'4R~fn. 30~11r: 7'tQ~8?.'LJJ')O 
R= 1A.'51) -314.?P130 114.<')24'5(' 9f->?.9"090 -l"6"'.5A'>J') 
~= 19.')'} -161.90?30 163.01320 4')7.6C.Ql(" -566.71720 
R= 19.'50 -1H1 .9A450 112. nR44n ?q6. 75'>60 -4:.'1.5"'\17') 
"'= ?~.oa _qc;.16'51,5 A7.67712 }CFJ.15/90 -11:3.7~54') 
B= 2:).~1 - A q • 8 '~ 5 6'• 72.79lA'5 1 41~. 7?? r c -"'71.43413:) 
A= ?1.~1 -50.36313 67. 06R05 l~A.7P.740 -?Vl. 77950 
"'= 71.5') -'::t.7'5')02 r::.6. T392R 78. ?f·P"il -~17.~93t~:) q: 2?.(''1 -45.0253? sr. 92? 14 ~li.41?R4 -?Jl.t.llCJ0 
R= ??.50 -4l.?~44P 47.Dl75R 3~.4lr::.f,? -l~Q.r:;C)(,?.rJ 
9= ::>3.[)~ -37.46719 4'3.96342 2J.IJ2409 -1 qo. 34:J~:> 
R= ?3.50 - 3 (h ') '• 3 7 7 4 ,_ • 5 31 60 5.1tR?6C' - 1 7 1 • :> l 't ~ .., 
5:\- 74.00 -31. 4 'i9 64 3q• 'i6qOA -7.7?3PA - l A 7 • 6 7 't 7 :J 
R:: ?4.'5'1 -/O.~('QI:)4 ·:n. cnl 01 -l9.94?5R -l63.·q~t.,(l 
R= ?5.00 -?.A.AlA3A 36.66:>16 -:H.43129 -l~O.C\~:'tJ 
R:: ?5.5~ -?4.F3746A ~r:;.')~q!')4 -'•?. 37lt~l -lc:;7.1):J2~:J 
R= ?6.f'1 -:>2.CF?l'52 ~4. 7P746 -S?.9lA63 -l')li.Pll~n 
R= ?6.'50 -?1.?~4A5 3"3. q~95q -6~.\f-6'34 -l c;r ... A8f1~'1 
R= ?1.00 -19.t17Q03 1~.41~)45 -7~.?1l3P - l 'i ~ • o 1 R ':'J 0 
~== 77.5() -u~.l53?4 37.9512B -~n.t2445 -1"i3.6Fl?7'J 
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TABLE 3B 
DYNAMIC STIFFNES.S COEFFICIENTS 
P::: 0.06J: S= a.I?OJ rtC(CRl=O.O'J 
~"11 s '4? <;"1Vt ~MV?. 
n.: ~.c;a 3.'355'56 1. '55')88 -5.1!"·1~1 
-5.1?4t6 
8= 1.01J ~.54R?9 l.5()'56?. -5.:J65?.P -5.14987 
n.::: l. 5('1 3.5"3()11 l. 'l7526 -'5.(11'1'13 -5.10041 
~= ?.~, 3.51889 1. 'iA 8 91 - 1~. q 1.15? _,. 2't0? ~ 
"= 2.5~ 3. '•q 64A 1.6fl673 - f-+ • 7 0 I+ ft 1 -5.37C.,l_6 q= 3.00 ~.t .. f)R64 1. ~?R03 -4 • .',4920 -r::;.4??_JCJ q= 3.'5(1 3.4"35)(' l.At;57~ -~. '• 745 ~ -1:).51R~7 
n.: 4.00 3.39551 1.MH6? 
-'·· 2~~74 -'5.67t,2R R= ( •• 50 3.34°43 1. 724~6 -4.02976 -'i.R39J3 
A:: 5.00 3.?0635 1. 76qO? -1.7r;511 -~.')?5A4 
R= 5.5(' ~.2"3563 l.R1771 -3. 4ld 17 -6.?4?57 R::: 6.CO 3.16A49 1. R7467 -~. ('RM!P -fo.40lC.,A 
R= t-.50 3.\l8AOC J. <l3982 -?.n81n3 -6.77731 P.: 7.00 ?.090r14 ?.Dl't27 -2.??or.1 -7.1)46'5 
R= 7.50 2.P9819 2.09037 -1.71569 -7.49':\')J 
"= ~.a~ ?. 7A376 2. 19682 -1.1~'551 -7.qlll5 
~= ~.5J 2. A53M' 2.10R7l -"'.47~4lt -R.4:J793 
R= 9.1')Q 2.5C1 '5r3 ?.43769 '":.2~P1P -tl.9tl?3?. 
q= 9.50 2.33463 2.1Jfl713 l.1?0~C) -9.6'10?R 
A:: l'J.OC 2.13RN' ?.7~131-"l ?.~089? -H'.'+-11.99 
A= 1~.50 1.90916 ?.96620 3.?3C'~3 -11.35413 
~= ll.OO 1.64~95 3. 20925 4.c;'5?71 -l2.45?4C) 
R::: 11.50 1.32?19 J. '50107 A.l,~oJ -l~.77nt4 
P= 1?.00 C.C)3R1A 3. ~'>649 7.oq~?.2 -15.39417 
11= 12.~0 C.46733 4.29703 10.?6479 -17. 4:)71)1 
~= 1~.0') -('.~2295 1~. ~c; 5 2G 13.1!17CJA -10.0{:,61"\ 
R= 11.50 -C'.A84?1 5.5R247 16.75471-"l -?~.112":\A 
q::: 14.ro -1.qn312 to. 56'541 21.61('32 -27.R4q12 
R= 14.5':' -3.3375? 7. 96175 28.4l?.:J9 -~4.~1374 
R= 15.00 -5.5CR40 10.1)9?30 3A.~I:)9Ri? -44.2J433 
~= 15.50 -9.1R421 13. 7?'564 55.943?4 -~1_.1 ~(")!':)6 
R= 16.00 -16.77756 21.27400 01.'5-:t?lP. -0~.?0~14 
A: 16.50 -4l.PQ1Q6 '~6. ?.5282 ?C8.5'.iR4C' -Zl?.g:n?.~ 
A= 17."'0 1l5.701lr. - ·:q l. 103 7.(' -l46l.r~~oc , 457. 31q1o 
J:\= 17.'50 '•C'.P1044 -36.4~'543 -177.15'57~ 1r~.13~na 
J:3= lR.:J:) 21. Q4('l~4 -19.65lB9 - 0 R • 11 ?r1C' o'l.1ClO'J? q= 1P.5') 17.R2?2? -1 le '5C}1 "~ -f9.37')46 n"'· qo7?'+ 
q::: ](}.~~ 14.6'5r)Q(} -1().48'564 -54.39441 52.5~41'5 
R: 19.50 12.70199 - P. 61VtC6 -4').113'5° 41.9:)~52 
R= ?(1.~0 11.17601 -7. 14959 -:v~. 71174 3~.16~17 
13= ?0.'50 J.0.4CCl6R -6. 45g30 -14.01P4? 34.13567 
R: 21.0~ o.f-ACI12 -15.7QCl6A -30.14721 31.1-=>~15 
q::: ?l. '50 9.r790C -5. 29583 -?_7.36'543 2R.9R~~3 
R= 2?.:JIJ R. 593n3 -4.01~'55 -?4.f35~3~ ?7.~:)Ql .. 5 
P= 72.50 R.l8~64 -4. '50QO() -?2.~P75":\ 2S.C21-,')7 
R= ?3.QO 7.82917 -4.34194 -?0.75~71 ?1).[)! .. 171 
R= 21.50 7.51631 -4.14?18 -19. c--·'5·:n 24.~l_q7ft 
~= ?4.C''J 7.?34gl') -~. oq?V~ -l7.1777A 2~.7glqq 
f'= ?4.5() (-,.()7735 -1. RI)'5A6 -15.83q66 2~.'t1g07 
P= ?5.r'IO 6.737AR -":\. 75777 -1 't. 3 r:; 7":\ 0 -:'"3.?4?77 
P.= ?'5.50 A.51llg -~.l,q46? -1?.9COC'€- ~l.lflt,74 
P,::: ?6.00 6.2alRR -3.61'=19~ -11.'•71 c:;r· 2~.2(-,lf,l 
q::: ?(:..'50 r-,.rR?35 -1,. 6~ 40?. -l~.r-1?488 7 ~ • lt ~ C) 't 4 
P: ':'7.r.O '5.873'51 - l. 5<J188 -R.'54QOq 23.8")4:19 R= ?7.50 5.6644P. -3. 60311 -7.07734 24.271~3 
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TABLE 3B - Continued 
Q= o.af.Jr S= r.1200 C/CfCRl=O.C"IJ 
<:;V1 S V'J. SQ VI S~V? R= o.sr -s. 1rq~1 _I';. 1241~ 1~.1">,977 1~.?1,415 
R= I.nJ -5.:16528 -'). 14887 9.86?83 11.3641"3 
~= l. 51") -5.G0153 -5. 190'tl n.,ofJ51 I0."3ll 1 P= ?.~o -4. n 11 5? -5. 'J49?6 ~.7471() 11. 7S'HJ9 
~= 2.'l'l -It • 704ft 1 -t:i. 3?616 7.0"161) 11.07811 
R= 3.80 -4.64()20 -"i.·~?209 6.Rc:;q('7 11.466."'6 
R= 3.SO -4.47453 -5. '53~?.7 5.Ar973 ll.G375) 
R= 4.Dn -4.?AR74 -5.A76?A ft.l4q4R l2.4qrn_z 
R= 4.c:;e> -4.0?976 -C3.R~8C3 2.46430 1~.1597R R: s.:Jn -3. 7'5')11 -6. n?5R4 0.54'507 13.q·:n15 
ll= 5.50 -~.44177 -6.242'57 -l.f:l?385 l'+e rp :q 2 R- ~.oo -"'.CR6f1fl -6.4C)i66 -4.D~017 15.?t:i447 
R= 6.50 -2.68363 -6. 77711 -A.7~'i?l 17.1411R 
A= 7.00 -2.?2983 _..., ' . 10465 -9.82490 1P.4114? 
R= 7.1)0 -1.71560 -7.4ROOO -l3.210R3 11.09357 
R: A.'J'J -1.135'11 -7.9111'5 -16.<J8174 21.81:)')6 
R= q.'51 -r).47R44 -P. lt07R3 -2l.lR'i65 :n.93634 
n= 9.CO G.?681R. -8. <)f3232 -?'5.R8?77 26.411'57 
R- q.so l.l?[''::lO 
-9. 6502A _:n.14°tCJ 29.?Pt+S4 
R= lJ.'JO ?.C·9R92 -10.43199 -'J. 7. Oc.3?9A 32. A~P~Q 
~= 10.50 ~.?3C9~ -11.35413 - '+ 3. q 1 2 4 4 16.717'">? 
R= 11.00 4."i')?7l -1?.45249 - I) l • Cj ') ~ 1 3 4l.S'>A5'3 
P.= ll.S'J 6.11'3Cll -1 ~. 7761t-t -AO.lt~'t:i27 47.4?7?~ 
n: 1?. c 0 7.:)84?2 ·-1'1. 10417 -7Cl.~?04~ "i4.6r;t37 
R= 12.~0 lC.'?647q -1 7. 40 701 -R1.2"i55'5 63.(}06-',1 
R= 13.00 13.10706 -lq.Q6615 -98.1'"'71?. 7'). :noJ5 
R= 1'3.51) 16. 7h,lt78 -23. :H?1A -ll7.3sn]O 90.4922'5 
R= 14.~0 21.61032 -?1. R493? -14~.!f)7Cj:l 111.?4(')7() 
~= 14.5') ?P.41209 
-3 '+• ~1"" 74 -171-..0177[1 14:).0")S) R= l'i.C>O 3P.6'5qA2 -44. 204 ~ ~ -?26.12?4:' 1~~.683~3 
R= 1~.'50 5~.04324 -~l.lC''156 -109.1°lqr:' ~65.111:~~'1 
J:l: 16.r.~} 9l.r:;321A -06. ?9914 -ft77.~7?3r; 4?~.919CJ":l 
R= 16.'50 ? (' ~ • 5 5 q 4(' - 21 2 • 90 ') ? 0 -lC1?7.C'57CC 07?.01-,~S:J 
11= 17.00 -1461.?3300 ]lt'57.33800 67'J9.<)~5:JO -')<i29.ld7:)l'} 
A= 17.'1") -177.1'5'570 1 7'1,. 7VHO 76°.lQ4'5':' -934.3774') 
1"\= lR.1") -OR.} 1209 oc;. 19(')02 '3 07. 0(,,41) -46q.26J?') 
~= t~.s~ -60.'37C:,4A Af:..OC)724 ? 5<). 8''AA(1 - 3 1 7 • 1 ) It '? ') 
R= 19.10 -54.39441 5?.'5841'5 1 Q A • 6 6 I) fH) -27G.R5'tJ1 
R= 19.5'1 -45.113'59 41.0!}6')? 14'i.('1~CC1 -2~1.?~7'1J 
R= ?O.OQ -3n.73174 3 Q. 16Al7 ll'·f.. 7S4C!C -?')S.ltll2:1 
R= ?~.5(') -14.()1R4? 34. 13'>67 91.1~3CJ7 -lA7.64C,711 
A= ?1.00 -31j.~lt721 11. 19;?1'> AC'.217A4 -175.('427] 
R= ?l.'i!) -?7. ~f,S43 -:>q. 9Rf>R':I lt?o ~4901 -165.97q?~ 
~= ?:?. rn -?Ito cp:;q1R ?7. 3C)C)4') ?6.5110'..' -159. t+9040 
~= ?2.'1Q -?2.68"1'53 26.02657 12.'J4A59 - 1 ') ft • 0 1 7 ~: 1 
~= ?l.JIJ -20. 7 5 971 2 C) • 04!) 71 -1.40R6C' -15l.q46q~) 
o.= ?3.')() -19.J~'i1l ? '+· '31 9 1 '• -l4.452ln -1.'5:.'\.?431'1 
~= ?4.00 -17. '>..777P ?1.70l9Q -?7."t,41P -l4tt.A47l') 
R= 'J4.51 -15.P3q~~ ?1.439Q7 -'30.52974 -t r;o. r·4J::}J 
R= ?C).ClJ -14. 357'39 ?':\.24277 -'>2.r1AR? -151. ~5210 
R= ?').50 -l?.~('Of)f, 2 3. 19674 -At+. l)fd3S'; -15'3. "i421)~j 
R= ?6.0G -11.471_'50 2~. ~1')161 -77. f)??3C' -156.f<?~6') 
~= 'J6.'10 - 1 [I • ("I '? It R R ? ~. 't6 "lltlt - o 1. rJr 71? -lt:,O."i'5~i)C1 
R= 21.~') -R. '54()99 23. '10409 -1 r'tt. 9fl'JCC -1 ~1So ft~?9C' 
~= ?7.50 -7. c 27 '3 lt /t.._ 27111 -ll9.62'5?G - 1 7 t • 1 0 ~ q ') 
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TABLE 4B 
DYNAI"IIC STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS 
Q= 0.061C ~= 0.12::~ C/C{C~I=.,.AO 
S'-'1 S'-P S'<~~Vl ~~V? 
~= ).51 1.31745 2. 5723R -4.69:)4'5 -4. 7?.'tfl6 
R= 1.0:> 1.~?109 2. '5"s;n -4.f)?~'5'5 -4. 7~5'')} 
"= 1. '51') 1.?91513 ?.. 6')Q'57 -It • ')? 4 40 -4.q1c;so R= ?.on. 1.?544R ? • A4?. 81 -Lt. ~7nOC -4.13471 
A= ?.·"" 1.?01?1 ?. 6~'>'53 -4. un1r, -5.0'-'>'•5 
"'= 3.00 1.11R96 2. 74151 -~.9'+"'37 -"· :n,?.'5 R= 3.1)0 1.~6067 2. '30~79 -~.6't9l9 -').t~171t9 
R= 4.()0 r.C!A6q7 ?. RR972 -3.?99A7 -5.t,7f)45 
A= 4.'50 r.R'i615 ?. 98596 -?.R1lR~7 -5.96763 
q= 5.00 0.726r14 1.09967 -?.'t'1712 -&,.31?.19 
R= 5.5(} (l.571B6 1. :>3~57 -l.Q4763 -f->.7?116 
R= 6.00 0.39~00 1. 3q 113 -l.l07A" -7.?.J411 
A= 6."10 O.lRRlA 3. '571,86 -(l.44?7fl -7.77'i~A 
R= 7.:)0 -o.:::t:;s1o 3. 7966? :'.4374C) - R • lt '5 c; 7 R 
A= 7.50 -C'.34~6A 4.'l5R?0 l.46Q71) -o. ?~~':\r} 
R= 8.00 -r.6R6lC '+.~7?12 ?.fJR6D~ -lC.?SV~o 
R= A. 50 -l.~C)766 4. 7'5?. 94 4.1.3766 -11.44ql5 
R= 9.03 -1.59911 1).2?.131 ') 0 q0?lO -12.9?qR? 
R= 9.'50 -2.?2002 5. qo760 q • 0 '+0 R? -14.79?32 
q: l').DO -3.~0949 f..558lr 10.7~156 -17.1::!:)7'5 
13= 1~.50 -4.C1CHt1 7.5472~ l4.27BPO -20.3~8'1'5 
f.\:: ll.J) -5.43R44 ~.Qf'277 lC'}.Ql!:iRR -;.>4.744qq 
f.\:: 11.50 -7.445?.4 1 O. RA 111 2'1.7'5960 -:n.1 :11'+7 
9= 12.00 -10.56304 13.(")'::\113 '". 161~1)') -4l.097::Hl A:: 1?.'50 -16.C'f65f-. 19. 3320Q ')4.4?003 -')R.Ol'517 
~= 13.00 -2A.40C'36 3l. 659'50 05.13776 -90.165J7 
R= 13.50 -~n.?1701 84. 4162A ~AR.9?670 -?7?.45'110 
q= 14.00 13'5.R0010 -13?.. 66'500 -'+44.17600 441.177?.'1 
R= 14.'50 4r.B~Cl69 -37.76363 -13l.B12nfl 120.17Cl4f) 
t\:: 15.')0 ?5.26714 -22. 27?"iB -IH_! • 4 ~ l 7(' 7Q.6JlJ7 
R= 1'5.50 lP.Rf-1340 -1'5.946?0 -I)O.ll•~R1 57.05'573 
f.\= 16.00 15.35050 -1 2. c;? t~ 7 R -47.37?..07 4A.~~961 
F\= 16.5~ 13.1~9Rl -1(.1'1114 -39.Qil')::\C' 4:J. O:Ht90 
R= 17.00 11.50068 -R.q4707 -34.4'5476 3".46t,,C,4 
f3= 17.5J Ir.4Al'57 -7.q09'53 -3Cl. 4(•607 3~.?.51)'11 
A= lA.OO a.5Pr.03 -7. 13565 -?7.1~?27 ?9.921)77 
R= 18.'50 8.R7147 -A. 54?4P -?4.5:;4?4 ?A.?2'.J37 
A== 10.0(' P.?Rlt?6 -6. n7q1'5 - 2?. ~ r: 1 2 [• ?A.a37q4 q= 19.51) 7.7R476 -5. 7l?.8'5 -?.0.1604'1 26.C'in19 
A= ?:).00 7.34096 -"'i.4?1'53 -u~. 3r"367 25.345')?. 
A= ?:.5') 6.96356 -'5.1Aqqo -16. 5 71~46 24.G1~40 
!=\= 21.00 6.~1~48 -5.0('174'5 -14.Q?a7c ?4.65Q34 
!=\= ? l. '50 6.20CI'56 -4. 96623 -13.~~'57? 24.57qzc; 
F\= ??.C'J 5.C)Q756 -4.76'JP4 -11.7638'1 24.61)1:)~8 
R= 2?.51') '5.6(")A'53 -4. r,q737 -lD.lQ91r 24.R7q':'3 R: 73.DJ '5.4184? -4. 1:>41?.1 -P..5P.93l ?.5.~476~ 
~= ?3.50 5.14273 -4.f>?676 -A.94151 25.76314 
A= ?4.~0 4.P6725 -4.6172q -'5.?23(16 ?~.43110 
F\:: ?4.C::Q 4.r:;~nor -4.674()4 -~.4''()70 ?7.?6'J09 
~= :?'5.Jf) 4.30'.'~R -4.74067 -l • 4 7 't 1 q ?P.?7P.f->9 
R= ?5.51) 4.(\0J?.l -4. R1~31 C".A14q7 2'1.40480 
R= ?6.01 1.~8?1(' -4.9f..47R 2.Rq546 ~0.9437~ !=\: ?.f>.50 1.340('4 -5.1VJ27 "'·'+l1lt7 3?..6f.440 
f:\~ 27.0'.' 2. 0 6(-.'56 -'5. 33q47 Q,.?2724 34.7C)07f3 
A= ?7.50 2.5521A -'5.'5975? 11.41231 37.15:Jl0 
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TABLE 4B - Continued 
R= 0.06):' <;: '1.120') r:tr:f'::RJ=C.bt" 
s v) S V? SPVl <\OV7 
A= 0.'5') -3.P9~60 -1. <l??N~ -4.s:lA64~ -4.7~1":\4 
A= 1.0') -3.P42?.2 -3. C)Cj f) 24 -5.l7')ql -4.~74')?. 
ll: 1. 5r) -1.75'5A4 - 4. I) 14()1 -'5.f>Hl9C -4.'52'>10 q= ? • 2:) -3.A~33? - '+. ')0 .s ":3 7 -A.'34545 -4.~14~0 
~= ?.50 -3.47?99 -4. ?r4A9 -7.21r:;34 -4.Jl4')9 
R- 3.0') -1.?72Al -4. 3417r. -8.138"36 -3.A79CJ?. 
R= 3.5J -3.'.P924 -'+ • 5n., '5 A _q. ,.,,.,,+ 72 -~.?1~'"'? 
A= 4.01 -7..73900 
-'·. 712 I) C) -11.?2718 -7. 7'J36l A:: 4.r:;o -2.19742 -4.95181 -l":\.('4?s:l!' -?.:!"iq!A 
13= 5.00 -1..99AlA -'). ?4149 -l').13P:i5 -l.:?q4'Jl 
A: 5.'50 -1.'53374 -5."i7Q49 -17.51Q6'5 -0.35791 
R: 6.f."•O -').09435 -"i.9P0:?2 -zrJ. 24Cql o. 7'5'lft6 
1:1= A. 50 -n.36749 -6.4'5ttR4 -23.3~1174 ?.~~J2P 
A: 7.C'Cl 0.36316 -7.0!C)25 -26.86002 '3.6q2'1? A: 7.'50 l.?lCllA -7 • 6'Vt57 -~C.R8R23 "i. r,zr,s;n 
A= q.no 2.??9,8 -R. r:;r140 -V5. '51495 P.~':l'tRCl 
A= A."i') 3.43472 -o. "iC 125 -4~.97451 10.94579 
A= 9.[1') 4.P9ll8 -1C.73?.1A -47.1.')'5~1 ll·. '>3~03 
A:: o.c:;o A.f.t127'5 -17.?7Q"JO -'5'··~3429 1~.~1~3() 
R.:: lJ.OO ~.CJVt97 -14. ?7J26 -63.7:1000 ?5.4~q(}1 
P.: 10.5rl 11. R 53 01. -16. 9'''H 9 -7r;.ll497 3 3. 6 g 1> /A 
~= 11.00 15.78533 -?0.'54105 -R9.9"3q6C 45.15J6R 
R= 11.50 :n. 3f:l~44 -2').~193B -~10.34560 f..}. C)C)5lt':i 
"= l?.CO 30.')2:lA5 . -34. 11~37 -l4G.R'13U:' RP.7111'5 ~= 12.'>"' 45.17540 - tt ~ • oc f> 4 n -l9?.~9q?O ll6.TP'5r-J 
A= 11.CO 7R.':'7CS05 -P.2.11~1A -:Zf.A. 14lt4C 245.9151:) 
n_:: 13.50 ??~.'JlO')(i -?2~.1692r' -78?.9Cl6'5(l 718.G4~VJ 
R= 14.C)[1 -~AP. 7H.,no 36A.2?6~C' ll6J.Of820 -1 ?29. 8J5J•J 
P: 14.')0 -1C9.41<160 107. 39<)~0 3C'5.C62'>C -37Cl.R73?:J 
R= 1'1.('0 -66.7£:..738 61).'?4774 161.'J04lr. -?42.1~)20 
R= 15.'50 -49.G9602 48. 1('979 l"r.~~7R.C' -1~6.7691(1 
R= lf-.00. -39.32416 ~ R • 9:.HOA 65.'59?9( -157.~1130 
P: 16.50 -33.('14288 33.23347 'tl.Al'J2r' -119. 0 "~11~ 
~= 11.ro -?.A.60132 zo. lt4130 23.5(:459 -128.6236:> 
R= 17.5:) -2'5.?4120 ?6. 77'57() R. 77Vi? -121.1J6?'1 
R= 18.01 -22.56433 ? 4. qtt?. 5 Q -3.CJ"2q3 -11~.1.'127] 
~= lq.5::' -20.34l2R 23.4tsoc:; -l"io/OC':61t -ll?.cp:nqo 
R= 19.00 -18.4?049 ?2.16143 -?'5.87"Hl -lll.'J='lA') 
~= 19.'50 -IA.73540 ? l. '5A i1? 3 -3'5.97342 -110.1=11"3:) 
R= ?C.I)O -15.19411 21.03'1?2 -4'>.8?101 -11~.?7?1~ 
R= ?~.r:;f) -l3.7'5P67 2''.67'511 -~'5. ')C"I73ft -lll.l16SO 
R= 21.01) -1?.39341 2U.4~919 -6'5.lt374~ -112. 7175:J 
R= ?1.110 -ll.07"l"i 2 0. 4() ":\ ')') -75.46323 -114.98J'l0 
R- ??.00 -9.7or::..?.? 2' • '•A r., 74 -R'5.7P46? _, t7.9lCJ1:> 
A= ??.'1"l -R.4"iR2n ?'i. 6'P1Q -06.'5·'"'754 -171.1:)4-~?0 
R= ~1.00 -7.13009 ?0. ()'jq16 -1')7.73760 -l2'5.~Q'Jl0 
A= :?1.50 -5.76?.24 ?J. 3f!A'31. -tlo.')qol[' -13l.C:?440 
A= ?4.r~ -'+· 33'573 21.'141'>1 -11?.lqR21 -1~7.0:)97') A:: 24.')() -?.R3ri'51 ??. fJT~('9 -1 '+5. 67590 -141. 0 '511.() 
P.:: ?S.CO -1.2217'5 2::\. 4 74'•9 -1M'. 2??CU -1'5l.C?R64;! A: ?5.50 ('.~1':•41 ?4. 4R't07 -17~.0?470 -l~l.2°5?J 
~= 2A.O") ?.lt035A ? "· f,P,f> 77 -101.3147(' -l7?.C'7')CJO 
R= ?6.5r1 4.4Q379 '- 7. tl r:; ~11 -?1?.4'5760 -lq4.62ql1 
R: ?7.Q0 f:..R.?0'53 ?R.Al102 - ? 11. 7 H o 0 (l -l9C"I.33l4Cl 




The use of an electronic computer allows a rapid 
stability and dynamic analysis of rigid frames. The 
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computer programs included here, compute the buckling loads 
and natural frequencies of rigid frames with sidesway. 
\~ith minor changes, these programs can be converted to 
handle the non-svmy case. The computer input compiled 
here is for the two story rigid frame illustrated in 
Fig. 6(b), whose members have a L/R ratio of 30. The first 
program is used to compute the fundamental buckling load 
of this structure, then with 60% of this load on the struc-
ture; the fundamental, 2nd, and 3rd natural frequencies 
are computed. The operations performed by these programs 
are indicated by the accompanying flow charts. 
The stability coefficients derived in Section D are 
used in the first program, therefore, the effect of shear 
deformation is included in the stability analysis. Simi-
larly, the dynamic stiffness coefficients of Section B 
are used in determining the natural frequencies of this 
structure. 
The method used in developing and evaluating the 
determinant of the jlli matrix, along with the false position 
technique used for convergence, have been adopted from 
a program presented by Cheng(ll). 
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LIST OF SYI-IBOLS 
The followinc; symbols are used in reading the input 
data into the computer programs civen in this appendix: 
JJ = program terminator; 
NP = total number of degrees of freedom; 
NPS = number of degrees of freedom in sidesway; 
NPR = number of degrees of freedom in rotation; 
NM = number of members in structure; 
f1R = number of modes to be determined; 
XI = moment of inertia (in. 4 ); 
XL = length (ft.); 
Xl'1 = mass per unit length (kips/ft.); 
XXI = moment of inertia of reference member; 
XXL = length of reference member; 
XXf1 = mass of reference member; 
TAU = ratio of axial force in member to axial force 
in reference member; 
XF = axial force in reference member of structure; 








cross sectional area of member; 
initial value of c for static case and b for 
d . r r ynam1c case; 
increment which cr or br is to be increased; 
maximum value of cr or br; 
value of FL2/EI and L2p(m/EI)~, respectively, 
for the reference member; 
matrix relating external moments to internal moments; 
matrix relating external forces to internal shears; and 
AMS = diagonal matrix due to internal forces created by 
sidesway in dynamic case. 
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PROG.RAr-1 1 - DTABILITY l\.NALYSIS 
0TM~N~I~~ 4~(30,~0),ft~(30,11),XKf10,3~) 
0 T ""F I'll<; I '1 ~'~' '1 E l ( ':3 "l ) , T A I I ( ~ 1.' J , " ( ~ 0 J , " ( ~ D ) , [ ( 3 n I , '1 f 3 " 1 , I 1\1 f' E X ( 1 ::' , 7 ) 
') T ~I= N S T :l 'J S f 3 (' l , X K K ( "3 1) l , F ( 1 r l , )( T ( -:t 0 ) , S V l ( 1 :~ ) , S V 7 ( 1 lJ) 
f) T l-4 f= 1'1.! s l C1 \1 c; \1 1 ( ~ 'l ) ' s M? ( ~ :) , ' s ··~ v l ( 3 c ) ' s R v 1 ( 3 ') ) ' <; Q v? ( 1 0 , ' s M v 2 ( ~ ') , 
f) T ~1 F N S I (1 \1 F. T ( 30 l , XL ( 3 :1) , Y '-' ( 1 r ) , F ( ~ "1) , .1\ l P 1-1 1\ ( 3 ·:~ ) , 8 ~ T A ( 3 Q ) 
l qFtH)( l, ;?)JJ 
?. F:JQIIJ!AT (T5l 
IF (JJ) 101r, ~' ~ 
1 ~EAn(t,l~llNP,NPS,N~,~q 
le'l FJPMAT (4T'5) 
~FAOft,Jr2)(Xl(I),f=l,N~) 
~Ft.n( 1,1 [/) (XL( f) ,I=l ,Nr.,) 
QEADCl,l03)~XI 9 XXL 
q [ II. I) f 1 , 1 J ? 1 ( T !I U f T l , T = l , ~I "1 l 
qEAD(l,l02) (X'<Ii;( T ),Y=l,\JMl 
R F A f) ( l , 1 : '- ) ( .fJ. ( I ) t J = 1 , !\1~ ) 




I'I!PP = Nfl-NPS 
D'J ?~1 I=l,I'I!PR 





r,1 TO 2R7 
?P~ CVHTNLJF 
Q'l /A~ T=l,NP$ 









?Cl F1P'-1t\T{ I J PlJrKLING LOI\!) nr: r:nr,rn FRI\"-''F HTTf~ <)f'"lfSWAV', 
\-l~ f T F f 3, ? 0? l 
?~7 F~P~AT{'J ~f~R~q VALU~S ,F Xl,XL,~,XKK') 




?S5 FOP.~AT(11H::'ST~"Jf)AR!1 I IN Jf\!C~ES 4T~ =, Fl8.9) 
WqJTF:(3,?0~)XXL 
?C6 FJQ~AT (?6HrST&NOA~n LE~GTY IN FFET =,Fl~.4) 
WRTTF(':\,11_~"~) 
110 FlR~.IH C?'tHJVJ\LUES rJF CCIN,CCF:'\l,OCC/1) 
WRTTFf"',lO~JCCI~,CCEN,nrc 
r.= 1 ?(10(1 • .e<l4 1+e 
F:\4=3(1~(1~.*144. n'J 120C J=l,N'1 
F. l f J ) =X I f I ) I? 0 73 6. * F 1.1 
IROGRA~ 1 - Continued 
1?~" "fTl=~{T)!l4'·· 
'(t: T=X'(J*r"/7~111-,. 
~') 130 '=l.~~~ 
5 f f l = S ~ ~ T { r: T ( I ) I ( X K V f T l •:: <\ ( T ) * r. ~ v L ( T l * * ? ) J 
1 ~ 'J r: J '\! T PPJ != 
W'>ITFf~,?r)s:!) 
? :"l ~ t: , Q l,4 ft T ( 1 4 It r' T 1-t F ~· ~ T !) T '( 1\ ,. , 
f), ? r o T = 1 , ~-' o Q 
.,~q \•PITFfl,?!"'lJ,f"'-'(J, J 1,!=1,".1'-'T?l 
?]:" F""I>\11\T (44 'H1W,I~, lX, }P7'-1".7f(q'l<, 1P7f1">.7ll 
W'>TTFf ~,?11 l 
? 1 1 F, q '' AT ( l 4 rt r) Pi f '-1 ~ T R l )( t\ P ) 
f)'l 21? T=l,"lPS 
IP-=T+~IPR 
? 1 ? W ~ T T F ( "3, ?1 r lT P , ( A ~ (T , J ) , .J = l , '~ ._.. r ? l 
r) , ? 1 5 r = 1 , ~~ ~ 
1\' OHf..r r, =XL r r, txxL 
~FT~fll=Fif 1)/XFT 
n::t IT l=I\LIH-!1\ ( T )7<;'lDT( TI\IJ( T l /1."\FT.~( f l l 
? 1 5 C :1 ~~ T I !\Ill r: 
wcnrrr'1,7.1Al 
?l~ FlP"I\T(':"'VI\lllt:~ :JF 1\L DHI\ , 0 !-TI\ , "">In nFL' l 
n 1 7 1 7 T = 1 , "' " 
? 1 7 W ~ I T F ( ::' , 2 t R ) T , r. I_ o rtf.. ( I l , ~ F T .1\ ( r l , '1 F: 1. f I ) 
?lR ~'lPM~T (1)( 9 J~, }P~r~~.7 ) 
l-ID J T q l'? l Q) 






r,J rn 72? 
4 r:c=rr+n.rr 
t:flt I):()FTFQ~ 




n ( T l = ? • * ( 1 • + c; ( f ) ~ t< ? * r; ( I I t.: * ? l ., f 1 • - r 'l c; I r ! T l l I - ~ ( T l ~ c:; T '! f r f T ) l 
c; ~ 1 ! T ) = ( ( l ) ~ ( ( 1 • + S f J ) * ~ ? * r: ( T l * * J l !!< c; T ~ t ( r ( I l \ - i ( l ) ~' ( :, {" ( r. ( T I I ) I 1  { l l * r 
11(1)/XIfl) 
5 v? ( T ) = C ! T ) * ( :, f ! ) - f 1 • + «; ( T I t- :(t? -lx,.. { T l * t-? I t- <: T •!! r ( I l l ' I fl f I l .:: L I f l I I XL ! l l 
C:., V 1 ( l ) = C { T 1 * * ? * f r 'l c:- I r I T l I -! • l In I T l * r T f T l I vI I T l * *? 
Sl/?( J l=C! J J**?*f.-('1(\f ":(TIl-l. l !-")( T l ~FI ( T l /XL ( ll**? 
S "'Y l ( I ) = f 1 • + S r T l ~ * ::? * C ! T ) * ~ :' l ~~ <; V l { ! l 
)IJIV?(T l=''·1Vl { T) 
S ~ V 1 f T l =:: ( f l * * ~ * (\ I ~J f r f J ) l I I { f I (: ~ I ( I l IV. I I l l * * l 
S~V7fT ):<:;QI/1( Tl 
r,, Tr) /?4 
??5 f)(J)=l2.*Sill**?+1. 
S~l!Tl=f1?.*5fll**?+4.)*cTfJ)/(Xl( ll*~!Tll 
S \1? ( l ) = ( -1? • * S f T l *"'? + ? • l * c: ' ( T ) I ( XL ( I ) 11<rq I ) I 
<; "' v 1 ( I l = - "- • * F T ( T l I f v L f { l * ~ ., t.r ') ( T l l 
)\AV?fi ):S1AVl{ Jl 
Sl/l ( l l="~Vl f I l 
SV?( T l=S~V?( T l 
S :l, V l ( I ) = 1 2. * F T ( T ) I ( X~ ( I l ~< *" * '1 ! ! l ) 
~DV?(f l=SQVl( I) 
rf r l=0. 
??4 Cl"'TTI\!llE 
DJ qc1 f=l,NPR 
fYJ RC'l J=l,'-JPR 
X'<fi,Jl=~. 




PROGRAM 1 - Continued 
P~l X<CT,Jl=X'<(T,J)+ l\M(J,Kll * (~),q{K)*f\"HJ,K1) + c:;M?(il)*/\'HJ,I(?)) 
1 + 1\ ,..., { T ' K 2 ) * ( <) ~ 2 ( I( , * "tv1 { J ' K l , + s ~ l( !( ) * !I '·H J ' 1< ? ) ) 
rvJ Af12 I=l,~PS 
D1 ~'!0? J=l,~PR 
IT= I +~PR 
XK(TI,Jl=O. 
01 RC12 K=l,NM 
Kl=?*K-1 
K2=2*K 
P :' ? X .< { I I , J ) "' X K { T I , J l + ~ R ( I , K l l ~ ( () V 1 { K ) * :\ '·1 C J , K 1 t + " V ? ( '< l * fl ·~ ( J , K ?. ) t + a R ( T , 
lK2l*(SV?(Kl*~~(J,Kll+SVl(Kl*A~CJ,K2Jl 
00 Ar.~ I=l,r.JPq 
rn 'lr1 J=l,'-JPS 
T f =J +NPR. 
XKfi,Itl=O. 
D J IH11 If = l , I'•H·• 
Kl=2*K-1 
K?=?*K 
R C 3 X K ( I • T I ) = X '< ( I , I T l + .'\ 'H T , K 1 t * ( ~ "1 Y 1 ( '( l * .'\ R ( J , I< 1 ) + S 'W 2 { K l '1.< A R ( J , I( ?. ) ) + A '1 ( 
lT,K~l*(S~Y?(Kl*~R(J,Kll+~~Yl(Kl*AR(J,K2)t 
I) 1 q f' 4 T = 1 , ~1 P c:; 




0'1 ~C4 K=l,NM 
Kl=?*K-1 
K::>=?*K 
AO 4 X K ( I T , J J ) = 1( '< f T T , J J ) +-A P f I , K 1 l * f S q V 1 ( K ) *!'I P ( .I, K 1 l + S R V 7 ( K l * ~ ~ f J , K?. l ) 
1 + A~(J,'(2)*(SRV? (Kl*AR(J,Kll+SRVl (Kl*I\R(J,K?)) 
DETFfH1= 1. 




Dl 5rc; J=J,"'P 
IF CTNDFX(J,l)) 5f'5, 4~0,585 
46C n~ 5QO K=l,NP 
IF CTNDEX(K, lJ J 50C, 490, 500 
4AO T=/\AS(XK(J,KJ) 
TF (T-A""fiX) 5nr.,'500, 48'5 





IF (AMAXl 0?0,91C,510 
51Q I~nFX (JCOL,l)=IRnW 
FROGRA.f'l 1 - Continued 
1 F c 1 R 1 ~--'- r rr:, L. J 5 4r , 11 a, 54 0 
~4C DFTFPM=-aFTFP~ 
nn 6r'a L=l,NP 
Stoii\P:::VK{JQOW,Ll 
X'< (I POW, l) = '<K f T ~Ol, l l 
f--~') X'<fil.CJL,L)=<;WAP 
T = T + 1 
J 'J n E X C T , 2 J = I r: Ol 
7tC PTV~T = YK(JCnL,I(OL.J 
'<Kf Tf1l, Tr.rll )=1. 
DF.TCPM=~rT~~M*PTVOT 
DJVOT=l./PIVOT 
nn 7"iC' L=l,NP 
7'1~ XKfTf'lL,t l=XKCir:OL,Ll*PTVOT 
f)J 0 '>~ Ll=l,ND 
TF fll-tr:lLJ '3CO, O';O, ~00 
(lrQ T='~<K(Ll,Tr'lt) 
X'<fll,Tr~t.l=O.r 
nl 8'50 L=l,NP 
~c;~ XK(Ll,Ll=XI((Ll,Ll-XKf TCOL,LJ:<cT 
Cll)'"l ClNTI"liJE 
r;'l rn 4f~r 
o6r r::'1L=TN1FXC r,?l 
IP.nw = PWEXCTC:OL,lJ 
n'"l ooc; 1<::},1\IP 
SW/IP:::YI( (I(, TROW) 
XK ( K, T R 11.1 l = XK (I<, T C:Ol f 
qn") XK.fK,Ir.1L)=SWAP 
l=!-1 
97=' yr ( Il Q(:.r, C?('16, 060 
O ~ 6 W ~ T T F ( 3, l r) !' r. ) C r , 1FT F R ~ 
TF{SW) 1?, 12,13 
17 SW=l. 
r.1 rn 4 
J ~ TF {tfl 1r[ -'JCl 010, 14, 91!1 
14 TFCnFT~~~*FOLn)5 9 Qt1,9 
q T F c r r- r. r: F "'l 4, 9 3'' , q~ n 
'5 r:r:?= cr 
c:r~.a.v~rr.? 
nFTF2:::nt:TFD~ 
c:r:1 = cc:-rv:r. 
OFTFl=Fntn 
n r:r= fCCl*nFTE?-C~?*nETF.ll/ (~ETF2-0ETE1J 
Nr=I\JC.+l 
F 'l IJ) = [) F T F ? 
r,r, rn 2?? 
Ol'"' Cli\!TP.HIF 
lf~~ F,QMAT (Fl~.~, 4X, l~Fl~.7) 
TF < 1\R«:: ( rr-rr 1 l-1\R«:; c r.r -c~? l, 2~0, 1no, 100 
;'JJ YF(ARS(f.r-r.CI )-l.F-n) Ol3,ol1,?11 
?11 cr:?:::r.r: 
m=TF?=OFTFRM 
r.n rn 4r~ 
11~ TF(~RS(r~-rC?)-l.F-n) q13,Q1J,?~~ 
21~ crl=rr 
f1FTFl=nFTF'~M 
4r,1 TF(~RC::(Cf.l-fC?l -l.F-n) 913,q13,nr1 
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FROGR.MI 1 - Continued 
Ar1 ~~= (~[l*8ET~?-C[?*nETE1)/ CnETE?-OFTFll 
G:l rr ??? 
o1~ l'JFL=rNrt+l 
o~=rr-st.vrr. 




r;'l T(l ??.? 
127 WQTTFr~,o?.2lii\JFL 
0~2 FIQ....,"T (17f-t("INUVI~fq_ r:JF M'lf1F =,T'3,l2H TS fl!Hi\T'IF[)//) 
WRITF(,,OJ6) 
o 1 6 F ~ R '-1 1\ T ( ? ll H VA l.l J E 5 n F S T I F P.! ~ S S I I l 
O'l Ol7 T=l ,N~ 
WPTTF(3,oJBII,S....,l{f),S~?fTl ,S~Vl!Tl,~~V?(T) 
q17 I.>!RTTF(1,CJ1<1lSVl(ll,SV2(!),5RV1CTl,SPV2!£) 
n J R c; c; r = 1 , N r.-1 
R 55 F ( T l = ( r. r f ) ) * *? * r I ( I l I XL r T l * *?. 
s/\vrc=rr 
WPTTr!3,o24l 
o ? 4 F I P "-1 A T ( ' ~· VI ~ ~4 £1. E Q. ' , q X , 1 A X I 1\ l r: '] Q C ~ 1<: I P S ' ) 





I -= r t-!r- ~1 Q l ? A~, q 3 f1, q 11 
28t" WRTTF{~,?1'1) 
I.C=CC+ncr. 
r;~ TO ?27 






l~ITS OF EI,XI,A, 
AND XEI 
COMPUTE S ,ALPHA, 
BETA,DEL 
GIVE S'.J ,SAVCC ,NC, 
INFL AND CC INITIAL 
' VALUES 
INCREASE CC BY DCC 
AND SET FOLD=DETERM 
EVALUATE D.ET XK 
USING MATRIX INVER-
SION TECHNT~UE 
WRITE CC, DETEEM 
81 
DCC 
i..JRITE NO. OF I'lODE, STA-
BILITY COEFS. 
+ 
INCREASE ITO. OF I'10DE BY 
ONE AND DETER!'IINE DIF-
FEHENCE BET~:/EEN CC VALUE 





SECANT I1ETHOD USED TO 
COI"IPUTE VALUE OF CC 
0 
> 
FLO\.JCHART - STABILITY ANALYSIS 
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INT'UT DATA - STABILITY AN.r'\.LYSIS 
Card 
No. 
Quantities Input Description 
Specification 
1 1 I5 
2 6 2 6 1 4I5 
3 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. ?F10.4 
4 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 7F10.4 
5 96. 5. 3F10.4 
6 1 •• 5 1 •• 5 ?Fl0.4 
7 .667.667.667.667.667.667 7Fl0.4 
8 24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 7Fl0.4 
9 .3 15 •• 15 3Fl0.4 
10 1 2 1. 
11 1 3 1. 
12 1 9 1. 
13 2 4 1. 
14 2 11 1. 2I5,F10.4 
15 3 8 1. 
16 3 12 1. 
17 4 6 1. 
18 4 7 1. 
19 4 10 1. 
20 -1 
21 1 2 1. 
22 1 3 -1. 
23 1 6 1. 2I5,F10.4 
24 1 7 -1 .. 
25 2 4 1. 
26 2 8 1. 
27 -1 
28 -1 I5 
JJ 



























Total running and compilation time on a IBI"I 360 ·f'Iodel 50 
was 24.0 seconds. 
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PHOGRAM 2 - DYNArHC ANALYSIS 
'l T 1.1 F ~! s I r' "' 11 Vf c -~ ~1 , ~ q l , a R c ~ ~- , ':\ :~ ) , v: 1< ( ~ r' , 1 -: 1 , t t~ c;: ( 7 n , ? r ) 
n T ~ s: N <; I 1 '' f) F L f ? '' ) , T II. I J ( ? '1 I , 1\ ( ? 'l ) , R ( ? ~ ) , r f 2 Co ) , J { ? '! ) , I fi.J !J f: X C 1 J , ? ) 
n I M F.= "J S I l 'I fl A ( ~ Q ) , R A ( 3 1:' ) , !'f) ( ~ ') ) , r J: ( ':) '-~ ) , r t:: ( 1 n l , r; r, ( ':!. ~ l , '-i H ( 1 ·: l , 4 rJ ( ~ G ) 
f) T ~ t:: ~~ S T 'l" P f ? n ) , c; ( ? n ) , X K K ( ? n ) , F ( '? r, ) , X f f :> 0 ) , <;;'I l ( ':!. J l , S V? ( 1') ) 
() T '-1 F ~~ S I [1 ~~ T 1 f ~ :· l , T ? ( 3 "' ) , R 1:: T C ·~ rj ) , 1\ I P C 1 C' I , t\ L P o ( ~ :' I 
n I ~ F 1\: s T .., " s M l ( ~I" ) ' s ~· 2 ( 3 ') ) ' s ,, y 1 ( 3 r) ) ' s I) v 1 ( ?. r· ) ' s p v ~ f 1 J ) ' ') •. , v ?. ( ~ ') ) 
11 I M F 1\! S T n ~~ F I C 2 ~ l , X l ( ? 0) , X~ ( ? "' ) , E ( ? :" l , ,':J L PH t. ( :> 3 l , ~ f T /1 ( ? 0 ) , G A "• M 1\ { ? 0 ) 
1 C!F/\nCl,?lJJ 














yr:: CJJl lCllr. 1, ~ 
~fAOCl,l:1l~P,~PS,~M,~P 
J':lP'JfAT (t.J'i) 
Q E An ( 1, l r? l C V: I ( T ) , I: 1 , 1\J~ l 
~ f fl n ( l, 1 ')? l (XL f I l , T = 1 , "'~ l 
~ f fl '1 C 1 , 1 r· ? ) ( X '·4 ( T ) , T = 1 , NV. l QF/lr)fl,lC1lXYT,XXL,XXM 
qFfi.IJ( l, 1':21 (TAll( I), T=l,N~l 
Q F /1 ') ( 1 , 1 0 ? ) { V: !< I( ( I ) , I: 1 , N M ) 
Q E fl 0 ( 1 , 1 ':' ? l ( .fl. ( T ) , I = 1 , N-., ) 
~l=t\r)( l, 1n3)XF 
l=lR'-1/!T (71=10.4) 
FJP~/\T (3Fl0.4) 
P. f /'lf1 ( 1 , l :' 3 ) C C I "J , C ( E 1'.1 , OC ~ 
N~T?=?*!\1"' 
"'PR : NP-i''P<; 
')1 2Bl I=l,"'PR 
0'1 :ZAI J=l,NMT2 
A4(f,Jl=n. 
~rary(l,2?0lJ,J,~..,IJ 
f!=( I )?P3, ?R3,/.B4 
.\"1( I,Jl=f1MtJ 
f;r:l TO 2~2 
CJ~IT T"lUF 
1')'1 2~c; T=l,NPS 
01 ?.~5 J=l,N"'1T2 
1\Q(J,J)=~. 
QI=Ar)(l,??OlT,J,~QTJ 
IFf l )?P7,?87,?~~ 
a~(T,Jl=fiRYJ 
r,1 Tf') ?Pfl 
C1NTTNlJF 
q F ~ 'l ( l , 1 :"' ':i l ( f fl. '-1 'S ( I , J l , J = 1 , 1\l P S ) , T = 1 , Nfl S) 
F1Q~/IT(r:;Flr'.4) 
F1R~~T(?TS,F1~.4) 
1)1 lr4 T=l,N~ 
F( 1 l=Tfl\1( I )*YF 
W Q 1 T r: f ~ , ? '' 1 l FnDMAT {3?Hlr~EE Vl~~~TI0NS 'lF ~J~IO FQI\MESl 
WRTTF(3,?0?) 
1=f1P'-1AT(' "1F'-1qf:~ VI\LilfS 01= XI,XL,X~!,fi.,I=,YI<'.K') 
'll 2r~ l=l,"J"-4 W Q T T F ( 3 , ? ') t• ) T , X I f T ) , X L ( T l , X ~· ( T l , fl.. I I l , F I T ) , X!< K f T ) 
F'lQ~AT(lX,!~,~X,7Fl4.~) 
WRITE(~,?Ot;)XXT 
F1D~AT(31H~STftN!)aPD T TM T~CHES 4T~ 
WPTTF(3,?f"~)V:XL 
PROGRAM 2 - Continued 
7~6 F~QM~T (?~~rST~~nARI) l~~~T~ ~~ FF~T ~,Flr.4t 
WQfTf(3,?~~71XXM 
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?~7 F1R~~T(4~~QSTA~D~oo ~A~S I~~ PE~ FT =,r-1~.~~ 
WQTTFf1,lln) 
1 1 J F J o '"1 l\T ( ? 4 H 1 V !\ Lt J F <; n F C C f ~ , C C E "l , DC r:: I ) 
WPTTE(~,J031CCI~,CCfN,OCC 
WRITF(3,?nR) 
?rR FDR~AT (14HOTHF ~ATRTX ~~) 
1)1 ?ro l=1.,"-IPR 
? 0 o W R T T E ( ~, ? J ·:' ) T , ( 1\ "1 ( T , J J , .J = 1 , 1\J '-" T? ) 
?lJ FJ~MAT (~Y ~nW,I1, IX, lD7Fl6.7/(RX 9 lP7fl~.7)l 
W~ITf(1,?llJ 
?ll FnD~AT (l4~nT~F ~~TRIX ~R) 




?13 FnR~AT (l~H0THF MATRT~ 4~SJ 
f)] 214 T=l,NPS 
IP=T+"'IP~ 
2 l 4 W R J T F f 3 , 2 l 0 ) I P , ( 1\ M S ( I , J I , J = l , I' I P S l 
F~=3r'C'r0.*144. 
G= 1 ?r!"'r. * 144. 
1)1 l?GC' T=l,NM 
XI f! l=VI ( T J /?0736. 





')J 130 T=l 9 f\JM 
C ( I ) = S '::l ~ T ( F ( I J * 'I..L f I l * *:? f F! ( Tl J 
<;( T )=Sr:'~T(FJ( TJI()CKI(( Il*AC T l*r.*XL( T 1**21) 
13 :J R ( T) = SQ ~ T (X T( Il I Ud J) *XL CI ) * >:• 2) ) 
nn 21 5 T = 1 , NM 
ALPHAfl)=XL(T)/XXL 
qETA(T l=FIC I) /XEI 
r;AV~A( J l=X'-1f I 1/XX~ 
n F L ( T l = "l PH A ( I ) * * ?* S:) R T( (; ~ '1 ">1 ~ { ! ) I" E T ~ ( I ) ) 
:? 15 C"l'lT l"1UF 
\.J~!TF( ~,216) 
?16 F'lP~~T(''JV~I.lJFS DF 1\LPYI\,qFTA,G~M~A,•V·m DFL'l 
fl'l ?17 T=l,"'~ 
? t 7 W ~ I T E ( 3, 2 1 R ) T , 1\ L PH A ( I l , " E T !\ ( I J , r, 1\ '·1 ,_, !\ { I l , n f l ( I J 
?18 F1R~!\T (lX, J5, 1P4Fl6.7 l 
HPJTFC3,?1Ql 






G:-1 Tf' 2?2 
4 CC=Cf.+OCC 
FOLn=nFTFR'-1 
222 DQ ?24 T=l,~~ 




FROGRAM 2 - Continued 
Tl(IJ=S1PTf(Rfll**?-SCTl**2l**7+(?.*~(Tl**?*fP( Tl**~•~l Tl*~?)+4 )I 
1Afil**?+CrfT)InfT)l>:C*4.1 ,_ • 
T? I r l = P f T ) 1.: * ? + <:;( T l * *? + ( r: ( T I !f.H I l l * *? 
~ 1: T ( l ) = n ( T ) IS')~ T f 2. l ".c Sf)? T ( T? ( I ) + T 1 ( I ) ) 
T F f T l ( T ) - T? C I l ) 111, 1 J 1, 1 3? 
CP!T I"JUF 
A l r> ( T l = R ( T ll S n P T ( 2 • ) * SO q Tf T 1 ( T ) - T 2 f T ) ) 
fl fl { T J = ( ( 1 • - S f ! l * * 2 * P ( T I * *? * P f T I * * ;;> l t.c f I\ 1 .. n C T l * * ::>- 1< r r C T l * ~' ? + r • • * s I T I * 1< 
l ? * R ( I ) * ~'" 2 ) - R ( T I * * ?* ~ ( T I * * ~ • * ( 1\ L r ( I l * t.< ? - n F T t T l ':< *? l I I ( !\I P f I } ';< r~ r: T ( T ) * 
1 ( l • + S ( T l * *? *r ( I l * *? l ) 
H] ( I ) = R F T ( T ) * ( J • - <::: ( I I ~,,* ? * f fl l P I I l * *? + ~ I T l * * ::> ~~ ::> f I l * -t,: ? l ) 
R n ( I l = A L P ( T ) >:: ( 1 • + <::: ( T ) ** ~ * ( ~ F T ( T l * :<:?- f1 ( I ) '~ "''? ·~ r~ f T l * *? ) ) 
D'"" ( T ) = f ~ L D ( I l * * ? - R r T ( T ) * * ? + ? • * S { I ) * * ? t.crl f T I ,-: >::? ) 
F F ( T ) = R f I l t, * ? * { ? • + S ( T l * * / * ( P r= T f I ) * *? - '\ I o I T ) * t.: 2 - 2 • * n ( I 1 * ~ ~ ~' ~ ( T ) •:C * ? ) 
J )If flfO( I )*RFT( T)) 
f) ( J ) = { 2 • * ( l • - C Cl S 1-l ( /\ l D ( I ) ) *:::nSf R I= T ( I ) ) ) +'\fl. ( f l ~' S I~,~ ( q F T I T ) ) *<;;I ~H (f.. L D ( 
l I) , ) 
r,r,(l)=(ALP(ll**7+RI=T( Tl**?l 
F F { T I= A l P f r l * R r- T { f l * ( 1 • + <: ( T l * * 7 * C f T l * *? l 
S \C 1 ( T l = ( q 0 ( I l * C r"l <:; H ( fl L of l l l * S T n f f1 [ T ( T ) I - ~ n ( T I ~' <; J ~J Y ( f'. L 0 ( f ) } * r:: 'l S I 11 F f ( 
1 I) l l I ( nc I l ~'•F C T l l *r,r~ I I l*FI f T 1/'<1 I I l 
S ~? ( r l = ~ ~ { T ) * { H 1 ( J l * ~ T IIJ 1-l I !\ L P ( T l l - ~ rl ( r ) * S T N I R r T f f ) l l I ( n ( f l * r.: F ( I l ) * F 
lTfiiiXL(fl 
S 1.1 V l ( I ) = ( n 'l I T l * f 1 • - C 1 <:; Y ( "'I. 0 ( T l ) * C ] <:; ( ~ f T C T l l l - r.: r I I 1 ~' S f ~' H ( '\ L il f I l l * c; I 
1"1{ f'l~T(! ll l/1!1 I l*F II T l /YI_ ( T l **? 
S~Y?I Il=~G(Tl*(C~<:;(~FTITll-r~SI-lCfiLD(Tlll/nCTl*rT(tl!Yt!Tl**? 
SV 1 I T l = 5 ~y 1 { T II f 1 • + S C T l * *? *r C T ) *t.c? l 
<:; V 7 ( T l = S ._. Y ? ( I l I f l • + S C T l * * ? * r f I l * * -:? l 
S R V l ( l l =- r; r, ( T ) * ( q ~ ( T l * S I 'J 4 ( !\ I o ( ! ) ) * ( 'l S { P F T ( I ) ) + H , r T ) * r n S '--1 ( "' I n ( T ) ) * S 
1 l"l ( n F T ( I l ) l I ! n { J l * r 1 • +) r T ) * * "":' * C f T ) * *? ) * ( 1 • - S ( J ) * -:c ::> *a I T l '(< * 2 * I~ ( T ) * * ?. 
l))*t::f(TliXI (fl**~ 
S ~ V? ( I } = G r, ( T ) >:< ( ~ ~ ( T l * ') T "l H ( ~ I_ D ( T ) 1 + H 'l ( T ) * <; T ~I f ~ F r { T ) ) ) I ( '1 { I l " ( l • + S ( T 
ll•*2*C(ll**2l*f1.-S([ l**?*~fl)**Z*Q(T l**?ll*~II TliXL(Tl-:c*1 
SJ Tfl ?24 
C J f\lT I "-ll I F 
ALDP(l)=R(Il/S~?T(2.l*S'lQT(T21Tl-Tl(Tll 
GS ( T l = 1'1 L P PC ! ) * *? + P F T f I l * *? 
~ R f I I =8FT ( I l * ( !\ L P P ( T I **?- n t T l * *? * S ( l l * ~? I 
fl. !1. ( I ) = ( ( l • - R ( I ) * *' ? * R ( T l * * ? * S ( T 1 td: 2 l * ( r, G { I ) - 4. * 0. I T l * *? * S ( f l '* * 7 1 - 8 ( I 
1 ) * *? * S ( J ) * * 4 • * r; i, ( T l ) I { fl. L P P ( J l * q E T r ! l * ( 1 • + S ( T ) * *? * C ( l l * * '? l l 
HJ ( T ) =II. L o P f I ) * ( P, E T I T ) >!< *?- R ( T l * t:? * S ( J l * *? l 
f1 r) f T ) = AI P P ( T 1 * * i' + Q F Tf I I * * 7- 7 • * R ( T l * '~? * ~ C T l * *? 
F C: ( I } = f ? • * /\ L P D ( T l * *? * R F T f T l * *'?- R ( I ) * * ? ;~ S { T l * .:<? * r, '; ( T l ) I ( '\ t or> ( T ) * R F T 
l (T) ) 
'1 ( I l =? • * ( l • - C r) S { A l D P ( T l l '" r J S f ~ !=" T f l l ) l -f.. 1\ f I l * S T 'J f Q ~ T ( l l l * S T "l C '\ L P P I T 
1 ) l 
H>-HI )=!I.LPP{ Tl**?-RI=T( Tl**2 
S.., 1 ( T J = H H ( T 1 I ( R ( T 1 * * ? * ( l • + S f T ) * * ? * C" f T l * * 2 l l * { ~ ~ f I l * S I "-l f C\ E T ( I l ) * C :1 S 
l ( ~ L P P { I } l - H n ( I ) * S I ~! f ~ L n ~ ( T 1 ) * r_ n S ( R F T ( T \ ) } I n f r l * r: T ( I I I Y I . I T l 
s.., 2 f r 1 = H 4 ( r l 1 c R t r 1 * * ? •:< c l • + s c T l * *? * r. c T 1 'lc * 7 > , ~, c ~ r, 1 ! 1 * s T ~ • r A 1 _ o [) r T 1 ) -1 R 
l{l)*STNfPfT(fl)l/~(T)*FT!TliXL(Tl 
s.., v 1 1 r , = ! o o c 1 ' * f c ~ s c ~ to " < t 1 , * r: 0 s < o, F r 1 1 1 1 - 1 • 1 + F f r r 1 * s r "'! c "' _ on 1 r , , * s r 
1 "J ( P F T f T ) l l I f1 ( I ) * F I ( T l /XL I T l * *? 
S 1.4 Y 2 ( I l = ~ H f T ) * t C n S ( II L !1 P ( T l l - ( C1 S f ~ ~ T f T l 1 l In I f l * r: T ( T 1 I Y I ( T l * * ? 
s ~ v 1 ( T ) = 4 H ( T ) * ( 1:1 R ( ' ) * s T ~! ( A'- D p ( r ) ) ~ r l c; ( pI= T ( T ' l - y I ( T ) * r. ,,, ( "L p n ( T ) ) * s 
1 I \1 ( R F T ( T ) ) ) I ( f) ( T l * A I _ n ~ ( I ) t.: ~ E T ( r I * f 1 • + S ( I ) * * ? * C ( I l ~' * ? l l '~ F T ( T l I '< L f T I 
1**'3 
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I:ROGRAH 2 - Continued 
S ~ V? ( I l "'1-l H ( T ) * f R ~ f T ) * S I ~~ ( ~I_ P 0 ( T l l - H [l ( r l * S I 1\J f q >= T ( I 1 l l I f '1 f T ) * 1\ I o p ( I l 
1 *11FT ( T ) *' f 1 • + S ( I 1 *' *? * r ( T l * *? ) l * F I ( I l I XL f T ) * * 3 -
<;Vl(!)==S~Wl (J)J(l.+C)f I)**?*rfJl**2l 
s v? c r 1 = s ~,. v 2 < r , 'f 1 • + s < r l * *? * r. c r , * * z , 
?24 rJNTTNUE 
1')'1 Rf'l I==l,"JPR 
nJ 8nl J=l,"JPR 
XK( I,J)=(). 
f).l ROl K=l,m1 
Kl=2*'<-1 
K2=?*K 
8 Cll X < ( I , J ) = Y I( f I , J ) + /1. '--1 f T , K l ) * ( S M 1 f K l * to. 'vi f .J , I<' 1 ) + S "" ;:> ( K ) * /\ '-1 f J , '< 7 ) ) 
l +l\l.l(f,K2l*(SM?(Kl*MHJ,K1_l + s~~l(K)>:Cl\M(J,'<?ll 
f)J '302 T=l,I\JPS 
on AC'2 J=l,\IPR 
II=T+NPR 
XK(lf,J)=O. 
Dl 80? K=l,NM 
'<1==?*1(-1 
K2==?*K 
R J 2 X'< ( I I , J l =X K f T I , J ) + 1\ R ( T, K l ) * ( S Vl (I( l *" ~ ( J, K 1 l + c; V? ( K J * 1\.., ( J, K?) ) + 1\ q ( I , 
l'<?l*fSV?(Kl*A~(J,Kll+SVl(Kl*~..,(J,K?ll 
D'l FW3 I=l,NPR 
f)'l RC3 J=l,"JPS 
T I=J+r._Jpp 
XI<:CI.,ITl=(). 
f)'l RC13 K=l,I\J'-1 
Kl=?*'<-1 
K?=?*'< 
A 0 1 X< ( T , T I ) =X:<: f f , I T ) + .'\ ~ f I , '< 1 l * ( S ·~ V 1 ( I( l * .1\ q ( J, K 1 ) + ) 'VI V Z ( K l * fl. R ( J , I( 2 l ) +A.., ( 
l I , '<? ) * ( C:: ~ V 7 ( K ) *A r;, ( J , 1<. 1) + 9.., Y 1 ( K ) * 1\ q ( J , K 2 l ) 
r'1'l 8D4 I=l,"JPS 
D'l RC4 J=l,NPS 




X I( ( 1 £ , J J ) = 1\ M S ( 1 , J ) * X 1.1 { I S l I X X '1 * XL ( I S l I X Y L * X c I I X X I * * ~ * r. C * * ? 
rn A04 '<=l,NM 
Kl=Z*K-1 
K?=?*K 
Pr4 X~(YT,JJ)=XK!TT,JJ).._fi.Q(T,'<l l*(<::Q\/1 (Kl*"P(.J,l(l)+C:qV2 (1()*1\?(J,K?,J 
l + f\D(l,'C?H•(SRV2 (Kl*"q_(J,KlJ+SPVl (Kl*/\q(J,K?J) 
OETF:R~=l. 




f)'l '50'5 J=l,~P lF !I~nEX(J,lll ~05, 46o,c;nc; 
460 f)1 50~ '<=l,NP 
TF f!'-Jn.FX(Krlll sr:o, 490, 5'JO 
480 T=~9S(XK(J,Kil 
J!= CT-A..,~Xl c;nr,c;oc, 4P'5 





FROGHJ\I'I 2 - Continued 
p: c~~,"x' o?r,<Jtr,c;to 
51~ I\JI)':;Y (fC'1L,ll=JDO\.J 
IF (!R'1W-Ir.nt) '54C, 710, '>'tr:l 
~4D DFTFR~=-~FTER~ 
r11 AC2 f.=l,NP 
SI~AP=XK{!~'l\-I,L) 




71~ PTVCIT = XKfiCrL,ICOl) 
XK f TCr:JL, rri"ll l =I. 
f)ETER~=~FTfRM*PTVOT 
PTVOT=l./PfVOT 
r)O 7"30 L=l,NP 
75('1 XKfiC'flL,l I=XK(TCOL,U*DTVfJT 
r)l 95~ L1=1,NP 
TF Hl-I:"::Ol) 880, G&=;'), RilO 
PCC T=XK(Ll,TCf1Ll 
XK f L 1, TC:QL )=C'.n 
f")'l 8'50 t=l,NP 
P50 XKCI.l,L )=X<Cll,Ll-XKC ICnt,Ll*T Q50 CJNTTNIIF 
r,n rn 44C 
9 6 C' T ~ 0 L = fi'l n E X f I , 2 ) 
I ~ 0 1.4 = I ~~ I) E X ( I C 0 L , l ) 
01 OC''i K=l,NP 
Sw~D:YI((K,TPDW) 
XKCK,IQ'1Wl=XK(K 1 TC0l) 
9("5 X~(K,lCJL )=SWAP 
1=1-1 




GJ rn 4 
13 p: (fNt=L-1\JC) 910, 14, 910 
14 I~Cf1ETEq~*FOL~)5,9l~,q 
o T F f C C - C C: F N ) 4 , q 3'1 , 911 
c; CC?= cr: 
cc~"v=rr? 
IJFTE?=OFTFRM 
r:c1 = cc-occ 
f)ETFl=FiJLf") 
R CC= fCCl*DETF?-r.C?.*DETFll/ (1FTF2-DFT~ll 
f\J[=~(+l 
PlLn=nETF~ 
r;,, rn 2?2 
0 t ~ C 'l 'J T I"HJ F 
lOCJ F10~AT {Fl~.~, 4X, l 0~lA.7) 
T~CARS(rr-cclJ-~RSCCC-~r?ll?~",100,100 
?01 TF(APS((C-CClJ-l.~-4) Ql~,Ql1,?31 
?31 r.c ?=r::r. 
nFTI=?=nFTFR._, 
r.o TCl 40? 
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l?HOGRAI·1 2 - Continued 
~r~ tF(~R~fCr.-CS?J-l.F-4) Ql1,ryl3,233 
?3~ CCJ=CC 
f)FTFl=!)ETFQ._. 
4C~ TF(A~~(Crl-CC?l -l.F-~) 013,911,601 
AC~ r~= ((fl*f1ETf?-CC2*~FTFlJ/ {f)FTEZ-nET~ll 








Gl Tr'l 2?2 
1?7 WQTTEC1,n2?liNFL 
o?~ FOR~ar fl7HrNuMqFR o~ ~ODf =,r3,12H rs nPTAI~ED/IJ 
P'l=P 
WRITF(3,o24) 
024 FJQ~AT (31~ VhliJE 01= FRF:OUf'-JCY R:\r'J PER SF::T/J 
W~ T T 1: ( 3, q /,.5) P N 
025 !=1D~~T (F28.12) 
WRITF(3,ou;) 
at~ ~1P~AT(/2U~ V~LUES nF 5TTFFNESS/l 
f11 917 T=l,NM 




IF ( 1\.JC- .... Q) 2P0, 9~C, 930 
?R'; 1.-IQITf:{'3,21C?l 
CC:=CC+Dr.C 
G!l T[l 27.2 





READ AND PTIINT 
INPUT 
COMFUTE AXIAL FORCES 
OF !·'IEJ:iBERS 
TRANBFOH.HATICN OF 
UNITS OF XI,EI,A, 
Xl1 , XEI , XX!' I 
COI':l:UTE ~ ~ R '~ 'ALFHA 'I 
BETA , G At-:J\1~, D.t..L 
GIVE mJ,PN,NC,IIrFL, 1 
AND CC INITIAL VALUES 
INCREASE CC BY DCC 
AND SE'r FOI~D==DETERM 
DY DCC 
-~ 




INCREASE NO. OF r·:ODE BY 
Ol'm AITD DETERr·:INE DIF-
FEHENCE BE'J:'.lEEN FREQUEN-
CIES OF FREVIOUS I"IODE AND 
r-:ODE JUST C.ALCULATED 
> 
TEST 




COHFUTE DYNAI'UC COT·1l)UTE 
S'J:IFFNESG COEFS. STIFFNESS 
VALUE OF XK f'1ATHIX 
cor-;PurED 
EVALUATE DET XK 
USING I"IATRIX INVER-
SION TECHIHG~UE 
1:/RITE CC, DE'rEIU1 
FLO\JCHART - DYNAI'liC ANALYSIS 
0 
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INPUT DATA - DYNA1"1IC AN.t\.LYSIS 
Card Quantities Input Description 
No. Specification 
1 1 I5 JJ 
2 6 2 6 3 415 
3 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. 96. 7F10.4 
4 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 7F10.4 
5 .018667 .018667 .018667 
.018667 .018667 .018667 7F10.4 
6 96. 5 •• 081667 3F10.4 
7 1 •• 51 •• 50. O. 7F10.4 
8 .667.667.667.667.667.667 7F10.4 
9 
10 
24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 24. 
3278.04 
11 • 2 20. • 3 
12 1 2 1. 
13 1 3 1. 
14 1 9 1. 
15 2 4 1., 
16 2 11 1. 
17 3 8 1. 
18 3 12 1. 
19 4 6 1. 
20 4 7 1. 
21 4 10 1. 
22 -1 
23 1 2 1. 
24 1 3 -1. 
25 1 6 1. 
26 1 7 -1. 
27 2 4 1. 




























Total running and compilation time on a IBM 360 Model 50 
is 62.3 seconds. 
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API_)ENDIX D 
Shear Shape Factor 
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SHEAH SHAPE FACTOR 
Whenever the effect of shear deformation is studied 
in either a stability or dynamic analysis, a value for 
the shear shape factor must be selected. This shear coef-
ficient, K', accounts for the non-uniform distribution of 
shear stress and shear strain on the cross section of a 
member. The accepted definition of K' for the static case 
is that it is the ratio of the average shear strain on 
a cross section to the shear strain at the centroid. 
However, there is disagreement about what value and defi-
nition of K' to use in the dynamic case. 
Cowper(l3) presents a method of calculating the K' 
value that accounts for the stress distribution in both 
cross sectional directions, therefore, he disagrees with 
the basic definition of K'. Goodman(l4) criticizes the 
use of the static strain distribution as a basis for cal-
culating K' for high frequencies. He states that the 
strain distribution of the higher modes should be used 
in determining K' , since the effect of shear deformation 
is the greatest in this range of frequencies. Ebner and 
Billington(5) use the static definition of K' to develop 
values 1.,rhich they found to be in close agreement with those 
derived using Cowper's equation for \·JF sections. Their 
explanation of this situation is that there is little var-
iation in the shear stress across the web of the WF beam, 
since it is a thin walled section. Their equation for K' is 
95 
K' It (lD) = qA 
where 
I = moment of inertia; 
t = thiclmess of member; 
q = the first moment of the area above the axis; and 
A = cross sectional area of member. 
The author selected to use Eq. (lD) to determine the 
K' value used in this investigation. For a rectanGular 
cross section, this value is .667, while Cowper's value 
of K' for this section is .85, assuming a Poisson's ratio 
of 0.3. The effect which these different K' values have 
on the natural frequencies of the riGid frame shown in 
Fi~. 6(a), is indicated in Table lD. These frequencies 
correspond to a L/R ratio of 10. 
TABLE lD 
VARIATION IN NATURAL FRE~:tUENCIES OF RIGID FR.AYlE WITHOUT 
SIDES\-JAY DUE TO K' 
Frequency (rad/sec) 
Mode K'=.667 K'=.850 
1 8721.3 9013.4 
2-3 10780. 11395. 
4 12784.4 13714.7 
5 24756.5 26326.6 
As illustrated, the hiGher frequencies are sensitive to 
a variation inK'. The author does not know which of 
these values is the more correct, however, he feels that 
Cowper's treatment of a beam as a three dimensional element 
96 
is inconsistent with that used in this study. Goodman(l4) 
indicates that for the lower natural frequencies, the 
dynamic stress distribution is similar to the static stress 
distribution, therefore, it seems justifiable to use the 
static stress distribution in determining K' when the 
lower frequencies are studied. 
For convenience of reference, the K' values for stand-
ard WF sections are compiled in this appendix. The solu-
tions were performed on an electronic computer using Eq. (lD). 
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SID·:AR SHAPE FACTOR 
Section Shape Factor Section Shape Factor 
36WF300 .34981 27WF84 .44131 
36\.JF280 .34995 24\.jF160 .30995 
36WF260 .35730 241..JF1'+5 .31525 
36WF245 .35948 24',..]]'130 .32451 
36'WF230 .36348 24\JF120 .34411 
36WF194 .'+2960 24' . JF110 .3'+348 
36WF182 .43057 24WF100 .34554 
36WF170 .43174 24\.JF94 .39988 
36~.JF160 .'+3816 24\1F84 .40512 
36.viF150 .44523 24WF76 .41598 
36WF135 .46779 24WF68 .43510 
331JF240 .35198 2H.JF142 .30339 
33WF220 .35643 2E.JF127 .30151 
33WF200 .36055 21WF112 .30464 
331tlF152 .41905 21WF96 .37995 
33'.·/F141 .42766 21WF82 .38339 
33~1F130 .44134 21WF73 .39859 
33t..JF118 .45985 21WF68 .40244 
30WF210 .34092 21Wl!,62 .40918 
30\.JF190 .34367 21WF55 .42798 
30\IF172 .34833 18\.JF114 .29410 
30\.JF132 .42157 18WF105 .29599 
30WF124 .42576 18WF97 .29782 
30;..JF116 .43576 18WF85 .34237 
30HF108 .45095 18WF77 .34005 
30'..JF99 .46519 18WF70 .34344 
27WF177 .34011 181..JF64 .34448 
27WF160 .34067 18WF60 .38112 
27\.fF145 .34136 18WF55 .38727 
27v/F114 .40884 18WF50 .38986 
27..JF102 .41326 18\.JF45 .40244 
27w'F94 .42199 16WF96 .27886 
98 
Section Shape Factor Section Shape Factor 
16WF88 .28483 14\JF95 .21584 
16\,fF78 
.33396 14"111!,87 .21250 
16WF71 .33544 14'.-.'F84 .23648 
16WF64 
.33757 14~JF78 .2LW61 
161r/F58 .34067 14'~.JF74 .26650 
16WF50 .37339 14' . .JF68 .26825 
16WF45 .37592 14WF61 .26934 
16WF40 .37444 14t../F53 .30202 
16WF36 .40030 14wF48 
.30477 
14WF426 .22814 14WF43 .30800 
14WF398 .22747 14WF38 .35565 
14WF370 .22576 14WF34 .36240 
14WF342 .22482 14WF30 .38316 
14~/F314 .22153 12\1F190 .23196 
14WF287 .22127 12\o/F161 .22881 
14~JF264 .21882 12':lF133 .22662 
14WF246 .21733 12WF120 .23319 
14WF237 .21749 12WF106 .22859 
14\JF228 .21582 12WF99 .22814 
14\.JF219 .21527 12\.JF92 .22926 
14WF211 .21663 12WF85 .22483 
14\JF202 .21404 12WF79 .22841 
14\-/F193 .21346 12WF72 .22833 
14WF184 .21059 12HF65 .22838 
1W • .JF176 .21372 12WF58 .23626 
14~/F167 .21324 12\·JF53 .24687 
14\,fF158 .21008 12WF50 .28095 
14\1F150 .20997 12WF45 .28176 
14\-IF142 •. 21512 12WF40 .27712 
1l~\JF320 .28192 l2\-IF36 .31731 
14WF136 .21846 12\JF31 .31832 
14\JF127 .21544 12WF27 .32754 
14WF119 .21398 10WF112 .22488 
14WF111 .21619 10WF100 .22520 
14WF103 .21314 1m.JF89 .22450 
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10WF60 •. 21823 
10WF54 .21419 
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